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Foreword

Guest Editor - Castulus Kobo
President of Macromedia University and President of International Media
Management Academic Association
Paulo Faustino
Professor at Porto University and Past President of International Media
Management Academic Association

This issue marks three important milestones: six published issues; the resilience to the adversities resulting from the
Pandemic; and the beginning of a cycle of
guest editors’ involvement.
With regard to the first milestone - six
published volumes - its importance
stems, on the one hand, from the international accession and reputation that
JOCIS has achieved; and, on the other,
the enormous involvement of authors of
great scientific prestige who have collaborated with JOCIS.
On its turn, this edition also proves the
resilience to various adversities resulting from the impact of Covid 19, namely
at the level of reduction of resources resulting from the decrease and crisis in
global economic activity- as well as the
physical distance, which made it essential to stimulate the sharing of knowledge

and planning in a more interactive and
participatory way of this editorial project.
Finally, the adoption of the role of
“guest editor” materializes the consolidation and maturation of a scientific editorial
project that aims to expand and enhance
the creation and dissemination of knowledge of authors and relevant personalities
within education, research and scientific
associations, investing in a co-creation
and open innovation approach.
From a holistic perspective, these
three milestones converge and stand
with a common purpose: to envisage a
relevant and lasting future as a publishing project to create, discuss and disseminate knowledge in the area of media
studies as well as creative and cultural
industries. Hence, despite all adversities,
we continue to publish yet another fine
example as presented.
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This issue of JOCIS features three full
papers and a briefer trend paper all in
the context of media management and
innovation. This was the key theme of
the annual conference of the International Media Management Academic
Association (IMMAA) in Doha 2019.
This conference also marked the handing over the presidency of IMMAA from
Paulo Faustino to Castulus Kolo who
has committed to further promote a
conversation about media management, that is increasingly inclusive of
the Global South, encompassing the
diverse challenges and opportunities in
this field. Along these lines, and based
on the conference theme, JOCIS invited
submissions to this edition – some of
them having been presented in an earlier
version at the Doha conference.
As a globally distributed association of academics and academic institutions researching and teaching Media
Management in its many facets, IMMAA
was founded with the mission of bridging the gaps between research, industry needs, and education. With media
management and innovation as key
theme of the annual conference in Doha,
IMMAA intended particularly to promote
the discourse media executives and
policy makers draw on to respond to the
challenges posed by the dynamic and
rapidly changing media sector. Recurrent
themes on the conference ranged from
conceptual investigations on what innovation means at a time when the new
has become a norm and how research
about media innovation and its manage-

ment evolved over time. To what extent
is media innovation based on technology, and what matters beyond? What
do the global North-South dichotomy
with its respective narratives tell us
about media management and innovation and how can policy support media
innovation? How are media institutions
prepared for sensing and seizing innovation to transform themselves and
cope with an evolving media environment exhibiting changing patterns of
consumption and new competitors?
The selected papers in this JOCIS
address the issue of innovation in media
management from different perspectives with respect to technologies as
well as on different levels of analysis.
Starting from an international foresight
study among media and communication
experts in the article from Castulus Kolo
and Florian Haumer on the manifold
impact of a variety of current technological advances, subsequently Alex Mari
provides a deep dive on the role of smart
voice interfaces therein. Whilst Elena L.
Vartanova, Andrey Vyrkovsky, and Daria
Vyugina summarize in their contribution the digital transformation of television companies in Russia from a nation
state or media system level, does Ilhem
Allagui focus on innovation in a specific
legacy media institution, namely the Al
Jazeera Media Network.
The article on technological advances
and the future of corporate and marketing communication by Castulus Kolo and
Florian Haumer is based on an international survey among experts from
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different professional backgrounds.
According to the latter, several technological advances combined will enable
real-time produced offerings for mass
markets without external services.
Trust will be key in customer relations
and related communications. Real-time
production of content requires richer
and at the same time more natural user
interfaces with as much dependency
on context as possible. Furthermore,
communications activities will become
faster and more one-to-one requiring increasing technological support
to get it organized. Based on this, the
authors relate the effects of technological advances to various aspects of
a company’s communication activities
mapping the changes and challenges
coming along with the latter.
Alex Mari introduces voice commerce
by an analysis of shopping-related (intelligent) voice assistants and their effect
on brands. As voice assistants become
better at learning consumer preferences
and habits, they are expected to increasingly influence consumer behaviors
driving fast-changing market dynamics that may also have a severe impact
on consumer brands and retailers. Loss
of brand visibility, the increased relevance of retailers’ private labels, and
the growth in advertising costs are just
some of the consequences anticipated
by marketing and technology experts.
In light of these potential dynamics,
the article gives an overview based
on expert interviews on the interplay
between consumers, brands, and retail-

ers’ behaviors in response to machine
behaviors and artificial intelligence
respectively.
The world is undergoing digital transformation and the essence of the digitalization process is to change the structure of the industry: the flow of money
is redistributed, new technologies do
not improve existing ones, but create
new ones on the ruins of the old. Elena L.
Vartanova, Andrey Vyrkovsky, and Daria
Vyugina embark with this assertion into
their trend paper on digital transformation of television companies in Russia.
They conclude their analysis of expert
interviews with showing that the development of digital strategies is a priority
for most television companies because
the advertising market is decreasing
and the state agenda supports this idea.
However, as global changes have not
yet occurred, plans are being built based
on something reliable and understandable, and analog TV channels remain a
key source of profit. According to the
authors, media companies in Russia are
choosing the path of evolution as radical
changes involve too much risk.
Last but not least, Ilhem Allagui
explores innovation in the case of Al
Jazeera Media Network as an example for legacy media institutions. Her
paper sheds light on how the latter can
facilitate an environment where innovation is possible. Using media innovation and the dynamic capabilities theoretical framework, the paper uses the
case-study approach combined with
semi-structured interviews with media

12 | JOCIS 2020 - V6, ISSN: 5-607727-158028 00006

experts to understand the way innovation unfolds for Al Jazeera. While media
transformation and innovation research
is predominantly located in the western
world, this paper provides an empirical perspective from the global south.
The paper finds that adaptability is
the primary mechanism in Al Jazeera’s
management of innovation.
The data for the contributions to this
JOCIS were all taken in pre-COVID times
as well as the analyses conducted,
and the conclusions drawn. Hence, the
collection at hand documents a situation before the crisis which may help
to better classify and understand what
happened later during the pandemic
or what will happen when it has been

overcome. The articles confirm that
technology is one of the most important drivers of innovations in media –
from a product but also from a process
point of view. On the one hand, it has
a substantial impact on the business
models of legacy organizations and may
represent a threat for existing businesses. On the other hand, advances
in technology also give opportunities
to revise strategies or at least to come
up with alternative ways of managing
media. In recent years, new competitors or startups respectively have taken
advantage from technological progress,
but also legacy organizations successfully explored innovations in the context
of digital transformation.
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Annual conference of
the Inter national Media
Management Academic
Association (IMMAA)
For more information please visit: https://immaa.org/

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT & CALL FOR PAPERS
Universidad de Navarra, Madrid, August 31 – September 2, 2021
The International Media Management Academic Association – IMMAA’s Annual Conference
will be hosted by Universidad de Navarra, in Madrid, from August 31 to September 2,
2021. The event is structured to support both in-person and virtual presentations and
attendance. The event promotes and showcases high quality research on all aspects of
media management. For the 2021 conference, IMMAA especially encourages submissions
related to the 2021 conference theme, “Trust and audience engagement across platforms:
The impact of media management on society and vice versa”.
IMMAA’s annual conferences promote and showcase high quality research on all aspects
of media management. As with past conferences, for its 2021 conference IMMAA
welcomes submissions relating to any of the panoply of topics encompassed by the term
media management. IMMAA conferences are workshop-like in character and designed
to encourage open interaction among junior and senior scholars, academics and industry
practitioners. While the expectation is that by time the conference is held the COVID-19
threat will have diminished considerably, this year’s conference conference will still be
structured to support both in-person and virtual presentations and attendance.
Trust and audience engagement across platforms: The impact of media management
on society and vice versa
For the 2021 conference, IMMAA especially encourages submissions related to the 2021
conference theme, “Trust and audience engagement across platforms: The impact of media
management on society and vice versa”. The last decade has witnessed digital and social
transformations that have accelerated both audience fragmentation and the consumption
of audiovisual content in multiple formats via multiple platforms, a process that has been
accelerated considerably by the COVID-19 pandemic. An important consequence is that
members of a significant fraction of the aggregate mediaaudience have changed the way
they consume media. The demand for personalized content has grown and the digital
component of the audience, in particular, has become increasingly fragmented. Because
digital users frequently employ multiple screens to view the same content, while basing
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their screen choices on their locations and circumstances at any given moment, content
providers have found it increasingly difficult to retain viewers’ attention and maintain high
levels of emotional connection and engagement.
The 2021 conference aspires to be a venue for sharing best practices that can help media
companies evaluate levels of audience interaction and engagement at each stage in the
value chain in this new environment. We would like to hear about cases of engagement
with the audience in the phases of production, distribution, or commercialization, and how
each relates to the value of a media brand. We also welcome research on the creation of
content that leaves a “social footprint” in its audience by increasing audience members’
commitment to social needs, personal integrity and the common good: a matter of
heightened importance during a global pandemic. Among other topics related to the
conference theme, we hightlght the following questions:
• How do media companies develop a true “architecture of listening” (MacNamara,
2016)? Could it allow them to produce content that is emotionally engaging for viewers
reached through all devices and platforms?
• To what extent do media companies translate their social responsibilities into directions
for production, commercialization, and distribution of content with a “social footprint”?
• During times of national or international crisis, as with the current COVID-19 pandemic,
what actions are required for media companies’ to live up to their social responsibilities?
How critical are brand trust and content engagement to their abilities to do so?
• What are the prerequisites and framework conditions for building or fostering credible
and trustworthy brands today?
• What can academia and industry learn from each other? And what does this mean for
media management education, the translation of scientific knowledge into practice, and
the media management research agenda?
Submission Requirements
Submissions will be judged on the basis of extended abstracts of no more than 1000
words, not including references. All submissions will be peer reviewed.
Submissions are due May 31.
Acceptance decisions will be announced on June 20.
Please submit your proposal to the OJS 2021 IMMAA Conference at UNAV:
https://revistas.unav.edu/index.php/IMMAA2021/submissions
Use this e-mail for any enquiry: mmedina@unav.es
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Technological advances and the future of
corporate and marketing communication
An international foresight study among experts
from different professional backgrounds

Castulus Kolo and Florian Haumer

Keywords

Marketing, corporate communication, technology, foresight, artificial intelligence, VR, human
computer interface, blockchain.

Abstract

This study strives to shed light on the potential impact of technological advances on specific aspects of corporate and marketing communication. It is based on an international survey among experts from different professional backgrounds (n=470) and a follow-up group
discussion of the survey results with selected media industry experts to identify required
actions by companies to cope with various aspects of change. Our foresight approach with
a time horizon until about 2030 suggest that artificial intelligence (AI), virtual, mixed, or augmented reality, new human machine interfaces in general as well as internet of things (IoT)
and blockchain will have the most substantial effects alongside with the increasing complexity and need for integration of various communication activities. Furthermore, content
creation will become automated to a considerable extent in this decade and thus will require
process innovation to get it organized. As a result, companies should build internal expertise
on AI at decision making level to avoid dependencies on external consultancy and set-up a
proactive partnering with suppliers of the other key technologies.
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Introduction and
rationale
Technological developments in areas such
as VR/AR, other human-machine interfaces,
artificial intelligence, internet of things, and
blockchain are assumed to have a substantial impact on the way companies organize
marketing or corporate communication (e.g.
Accenture, 2019; Deloitte Insights, 2019;
Lewnes & Keller, 2019; McKinsey Global
Institute, 2013). These developments also
affect the relationships of the involved parties
like the media, and the overall communication
goals (e.g. Deloitte Insights, 2019; Grossberg,
2016; Zerfass, Verhoeven, Moreno, Tench &
Verčič, 2016). Furthermore, corporate and
marketing communication will not anymore
be clearly distinguishable from other tasks
within organizations. Thus, this study investigates the impact of different emerging technologies on five aspects of change in marketing or corporate communication respectively:
1) a company’s communication and marketing goals or strategies, 2) the organization
of communication and marketing within
a company, 3) the structure of external
communication and marketing services, 4)
the way companies will communicate with
their stakeholders and 5) the creation of
marketing and communication content.
In order to better understand these
developments and their consequences on
media and communication management as
well as related education and training, we
set up an international foresight study based
on experts’ opinions. It shall shed light on
how technological advances drive different
aspects of change and on which time scales.
The article hence adds an encompass-

ing and comparative view to more specific
elaborations of the impact of a particular
trend or technological development and to
more focused studies on singular aspects
of change. As the study is international it
also elucidates differences across the globe.
Furthermore, a broad variety of experts with
regards to their professional background will
allow to derive multi-perspective or interdisciplinary insights regarding the impact of new
technologies on the above mentioned five
aspects of change.
We will first present a structured overview
on the major trends affecting marketing and
corporate communications respectively - as
currently discussed in the literature - and
proceed to a more specific focus on the role
of technological advances therein. Technologies will be systemized based on extant
research thereon. Further, a model discerning
the different aspects of change in marketing and corporate communications will be
proposed (including the role of media therein).
We will then present the methodology of the
foresight exercise bringing together major
drivers with the specific aspects of change
and proceed to the main results. An emphasis shall be given to differences in experts’
opinion about future developments in terms
of relevance and timing. We will conclude with
an outlook on what the result could mean for
industry as well as for media management
scholars in research and education.

Trends that influence the
future of corporate and
marketing communication
In the literature as well as in industry practice, various trends are discussed, that will
continue to influence how companies orga-
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nise corporate and marketing communication in their own - sometimes quite peculiar ways - in the coming years, to remain
competitive. Technological advances are
among the most important and much-discussed factors or trends respectively (e.g.
Argenti, 2005; Forbes Communications
Council, 2018; Wiencierz, Berger, Röttger &
Wietholt, 2017; Zerfass et al., 2016; Quint &
Rogers, 2015).
A factor that becomes even more important with new technologies is transparent
and authentic communication on the part of
companies (Deibert, 2017). Also, other drivers are not independent but rather interacting in various ways, like for example increasing consumer expectations with respect to
individuality (Carl & Lübcke, 2018). According
to other surveys (e.g. Economist Intelligence
Unit, 2016), the personalization of customer
experiences at numerous touchpoints will
be a key marketing task in the future (see
also KPMG International Cooperative, 2018).
However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to gain the attention of customers for
one’s own brand. Brands therefore use new
methods of communication such as immer-

sive storytelling or video content to involve
consumers more intensively (Harvey Nash
& KPMG, 2018; Tosun & Donmez, 2019;
Wyzowl, 2019). Moreover, the increased use
of mobile and connected devices is changing
the way companies generate and distribute
content (Hutchinson, et al., 2018; Leitherer,
2018).
Finally, in the course of globalisation, the
international environment in which companies operate is bringing about changes in
corporate and marketing communication,
while at the same time offering new opportunities (Berger, Röttger, Vogel, Wiencierz
& Wiesenberg, 2016; Naghi & Para, 2013).
In figure 1 we summarize the dominantly
discussed general trends that are considered to be drivers of change, of which technological advances are but one. As a basis
for that we considered the top hundred
google results (dominated by agency and
industry associations reports) related to
“trends”, “developments”, “future”, “foresight”
or “outlook” on “communication”, “media”,
“public relations”, “PR” or “marketing” in
German as well as English language over the
years from 2015 to 2019.

Figure 1. Trends that influence the future of communication.
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Systemizing areas of
technological advances
In our study we want to focus more
specifically on the technological drivers
of change. Emerging technologies are
increasingly changing the way companies
are organized. In an extensive desk research,
we started with general technology outlooks
(e.g. McKinsey 2013; Gartner, 2017 and
2018a/b/c; The CMO Survey 2018; KPMG
International Cooperative, 2018; Deloitte
Insights 2019; Accenture 2019), and further
extended our research in the direction of
general technological advances (big data,
public data security regulation, 5G, cloud
computing), Artificial Intelligence, HumanMachine Interfaces, Virtual/Augmented/
Mixed Realities, Internet of Things (IoT), and
Blockchain Applications that stabilised in the
course of the desk research as mutually quite
exclusive and at the same time collectively
exhaustive categories (see also figure 2).
We identified Artificial Intelligence as one
of the key drivers discussed with respect
to change in corporate and marketing
communication. AI is considered to influence various areas in organizations, including corporate communications and marketing (Ransbotham, Kiron, Gerbert, & Reeves,
2017). According to the European Communication Monitor (Zerfass et al. 2019), companies worldwide believe, that AI will change
the whole field of communications dramatically. AI applications presumably will offer
companies various new solutions, like Deep
Learning that uses large amounts of data to
recognize patterns that can help to understand customer behavior (Brynjolfsson &
McAfee, 2017; Gentsch, 2018). Based on this,
assumptions can then be made that served
as a basis for our foresight analysis.

Another important trend is the progress
in Human Machine Interfaces (HMI). HMI
refers to the communication between
human and machine, i.e. the process in
which the user’s input is translated as a
signal for machines and then delivers the
result desired by the user (Ghumare, 2019).
According to Deloitte Insights (2019),
the communication between human and
machine has become more and more intelligent in recent years due to advanced technologies. It has developed in such a way,
that the control of machines or devices
respectively is no longer carried out by
hand alone, but speech (Natural Language
Processing), gestures, and mimics can also
be used as a user interface. This makes
human-machine interaction more natural
and thus, promotes new ways of applications that are subject of the current study
(Deloitte Insights, 2019; Reply, 2019).
In addition to voice assistants, Virtual (VR)
and Augmented (AR) Reality applications’
use has intensified (Bitkom, 2018). The first
creates a virtual environment for the viewer
that is detached from the real environment.
Special glasses with small screens (Head
Mounted Displays) enable a 360-degree view,
whereby the viewer has the feeling of actually
being in a virtual environment. In contrast, AR
means an extension of reality by integrating virtual three-dimensional elements into
the real environment. A real-time transmission enables the viewer to interact with
the projected objects. Mixed Reality (MR) is
a merger of the real and the virtual world,
either by enriching the real world with virtual,
digital objects or by fading real objects into
a virtual environment. This allows physical
and digital objects to coexist and interact in
real time (Borgmeier, Grohmann & Gross,
2017; Deloitte, 2016). According to state-
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ments from consultancies and in scientific
literature, the potential of these technologies can be particularly seen in the marketing
and sales departments of organizations. The
use of VR can ensure a longer retention time
for instance through increased interactivity
and make the product presentation significantly more attractive, because the user is
completely immersed in the virtual world
(KPMG, 2016; Pfaff, 2018). Similar effects
have already been shown for AR applications in the context of brand perception and
buying intentions (Haumer, Kolo & Reiners,
2020). However, VR/AR applications will be
used in other areas of the company as well. In
general, communication can be improved and
collaboration in the enterprise can be greatly
facilitated through enhanced environment
applications such as meetings with other
business units. VR environments can create
an improved feeling of presence and proximity compared to videoconferencing and thus
improve meeting outcomes (Campbell et.al.,
2019; Deloitte, 2016). In addition, VR/AR is
used for virtual showrooms and for visualization in order to convey vivid impressions
of distant objects to the viewer or to support
online shoppers in selecting suitable products
by transmitting virtual changing rooms on
their smartphones (Bitkom, 2018; Deloitte,
2016).
Another emerging technology that is
assumed to have a big impact on corporate
and marketing communication is the Internet
of Things (IoF). According to Gartner’s Hype
Cycle (2018), this technology will continue
to have a significant influence on the organisation of companies and the way they work
with stakeholders in the coming years. IoT is
defined as, “[a]n open and comprehensive
network of intelligent objects that have the
capacity to auto-organize, share informa-

tion, data and resources, reacting and acting
in face of situations and changes in the environment” (Madakam et al., 2015, p. 165).
IoT is strongly promoted by the advances
in sensors technology, which can be used
to collect data and information about various consumer behaviours. Ordinary objects
such as refrigerators, tables, food, etc. can
be individually addressed, e.g. by embedding
chips and thus make it possible to monitor
all processes in one’s own home. Thus, this
technology will presumably change the way
organisations communicate with customers and stakeholders because it will drive
communication away from a human-to-human activity towards communication within
data networks that follow all new rules of
machine-to-machine communication (M2M)
and optimization of individual benefits.
Finally, blockchain technology, as the
underlying technology of digital currencies
such as Bitcoin, has increasingly influenced
and changed the way companies finance
and manage their businesses. In respective
publications, the discussion about blockchain technology shows that in recent
years extended application areas have been
considered. Blockchain can not only be used
in the financial sector in connection with the
crypto currency, but also has a great potential in areas such as M2M communication,
decentralized autonomous organizations and
smart contracts (Kaulartz, 2016; Tapscott &
Tapscott, 2018). For marketing and sales, the
blockchain technology could bring significant
advantages in various aspects. It enables
micropayment in real time, which can be
used by marketers to create an incentive for
customers to transmit valuable customer
information. Companies no longer need to go
through third-party providers such as Google
or Facebook, but pay the customer directly,
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e.g. for calling up an advertisement. In this
way, the interaction between companies
and customers could change fundamentally. The customer will gain more control
over his data and interact differently with
advertising. This enables companies to
learn more about how customers behave,
and to align their marketing activities
accordingly. For sellers, the use of blockchains could result in greater transpar-

nology will establish itself in the fields of
communication, marketing and advertising
is thus another interest of knowledge of
the current study.
The mentioned specific technological advances are accompanied by general
improvements in data processing, storage
(e.g. cloud computing) and transmission
(e.g. 5G) as well es further miniaturization
(see the following figure 2 for an overview).

Figure 2. Systemizing Areas of Technological Advances.

ency regarding the solvency of customers.
The latter enables transactions that would
otherwise not have been possible due to a
lack of trust or risk. However, it should be
mentioned that precise queries also make
it less likely to discover people or partners,
who do not fit a particular profile, but are
open to change and adaptation (Asharaf &
Adarsh, 2017; Harvey et al., 2019; Tapscott
& Tapscott, 2018). Despite the promising
potential of this technology, it can also be
seen that many companies are reserved
in this area. According to The CMO Survey
(2018), only 8% of the companies consider
the use of blockchain technologies in
marketing as moderate or very important.
The extent to which the blockchain tech-

Aspects of change in
marketing and corporate
communication
To understand the extent to which technological advances impact corporate and
marketing communications and in order to
fully reflect the breadth of change, different aspects of communications need to be
considered. Here, stakeholder management
is regarded as the starting point and provides
the foundation for corporate communication. The stakeholder approach emphasizes that companies have relationships
with various external and internal persons
and groups, who influence the activities of
a company and its economic performance.
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The focus of this approach is on communication with stakeholders, which is why in
this context a focus is on communicative
relationships and social network management. Due to the fact that the environment
of companies has constantly changed over
the years, additional groups such as global
competitors, media, governments, etc. have
to be considered in addition to the traditional
stakeholders such as customers, suppliers,
employees and owners (e.g. Freeman, 2010).
Furthermore, the realm of corporate and
marketing communication today extends to
diverse social media platforms.
De la Rey van der Waldt (2004) assigns
the sub-disciplines managerial communication, organizational communication, public
relations, and marketing communication to
corporate communication. According to Van
Riel & Fombrun (2005), the typical structure
of communication in a company includes
investor relations, public affairs, marketing
communication, internal communication and
issue management. Hence, the understanding of corporate communication is directed
towards a comprehensive coordination and

integration of all communication activities of
the company. Based on this, we try to trace
the effects of technological advances on
various aspects of a company’s communication to be able to comprehensively map the
changes in communication. Starting from the
strategic level, the change in the organization of internal and external communication
and marketing activities is also considered.
In addition, changes in communication with
stakeholders and markets will be described
as well as the way in which the production
of communication/marketing content has
developed. Accordingly, the five aspects of
change in corporate and marketing communication as given in figure 3 are discerned.

Overall methodology and
composition of survey
responses
The study follows a multi-step approach that
consisted of three different phases.
In phase 1 we conducted a kick-off
workshop with communication experts

Figure 3. Aspects of change in marketing and corporate communication.
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to test and refine our questionnaire. In this
phase, the areas of technological advances
have been derived from current industry
reports (e.g. McKinsey 2013; Gartner, 2017
and 2018a/b/c; The CMO Survey 2018;
KPMG International Cooperative, 2018;
Deloitte Insights 2019; Accenture 2019) as
well as from a systematic google analysis
using advanced google search operators
(e.g. “AND”, “OR” and “SEARCH TERM” to
identify technologies that are specifically
applied in a business context.
In the second phase, we identified
experts in respect to various emerging technologies via a keyword search on LinkedIn.
We managed to identify n=922 experts from
all over the world with different professional
backgrounds and levels of decision-making. We contacted those experts via direct
message (n=528) and e-mail (n=394) and
sent out our questionnaire after they have
agreed to participate in our survey. With
this methodological approach, we managed
to receive a number of n=470 replies and
n=155 fully completed questionnaires.
Finally, in a third phase, the results of
the survey were discussed with a sample of
experts and an outlook on corporate as well
as marketing communication was elaborated (see also figure 4 for an overview of
the overall methodology).

The fully anonymized survey covered a
characterisation of the professional context
of the participants, a rating of diverse
technological as well as non-technological
drivers of change in communication, and a
major part on specific hypotheses of what
could happen in certain periods of time
driven by several technology areas.  
We received 155 completed questionnaires with a distribution of the expert
sample in terms of demographic information as follows:
• Gender: “male”: 59%, “female”: 34%,
“other” or not specified: 7%
• Age: under 35: 43%, 35-44: 33%, 45-54:
19%, over 54: 5%,
• Country of residence: Germany: 39%,
Rest of Europe: 8%, Americas: 33%, Asia: 8%,
• Other or not specified: 12%
Concerning the professional background
and the level of decision-making the following distributions can be seen:
• Professional background: “general
management”: 19%, “marketing”: 15%,
“technology”: 14%, “media”: 13%, “corporate
communication”: 9%, “academic”: 8%, “other”
or not specified: 22%
• Level of decision-making: Leading from
a “board level”: 17%, “leading a department”:
17%, “leading a team”: 29%, “other” or not
specified: 37%.

Figure 4. Overall methodology of this foresight study.
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Further, the expertise of the respondents
related to technological advances is of relevance as this is one factor influencing the
perspective on the presented questions and
hypotheses respectively. Hereby the expertise of most experts was rather focused on
a sub-set of technologies taken into account.
A high level of expertise/involvement in the
development or application of the specific
trend was evident in cloud computing applications (29%) and human-machine-interactions (20%). The involvement in AI (16%), IoT
(14%) and VR/AR/MR (13%) was in midfield.
The lowest level of involvement can be seen
in the technological trends 5G (10%) and
blockchain applications (6%).

Main results and
differences in experts’
opinions
The ranking of general drivers of change in
marketing and corporate communications
(including the overall relevance of technological advances) showed that technological

advances have various impact on the five
aspects of change discerned in the study (see
figure 5). Most impact is seen on the aspects
“structure of external communication/
marketing services” and “creation/production of communication/marketing content”. In
addition, figure 5 exhibits that with regard to
the aspect “structure of external communication/ marketing services” the factor “technological advances“ has the greatest impact
compared to the other factors presented in
the survey.
In relation to the several technological trends and their evaluation as drivers of change in marketing and corporate
communications (see figure 6), it can be
seen, according to the experts’ evaluation,
that current technological advances will
have a different impact on each of the five
aspects of change. It turns out that AI has the
strongest impact on the aspect “company’s
communication/marketing goals or strategies”, “cloud computing applications” on the
aspect “communication/marketing organization within company”, AI on the aspect “structure of external communication/market-

Figure 5. Ranking of drivers of change in marketing and corporate communications.
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Figure 6. Ranking of several technological advances as drivers of change in marketing and corporate communications.

ing services”, AI and 5G on the aspect “way
companies communicate with stakeholders/markets” and VR/AR/MR on the aspect
“creation/production of communication/
marketing content“. Blockchain applications
are seen as having less impact than the other
technological advances, with a particular
emphasis however on the “way companies
communicate with stakeholders/ markets”.

Figure 7 gives an example on how we tried
to shed light on even more specific aspects
of change driven by new technologies. A
series of hypotheses were to be answered
with respect to their realisation. Herbey
different levels of the diffusion of innovations were offered (i.e. by qualifying the
number of adopers like “some”, “a majority”,
“almost every”, …).

Figure 7. Example for hypotheses on future developments to be judged by experts: AI (Bots, Virtual Influencer & Content Creation)
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Finally, this study reveals some striking differences in respect to judgements of the impact
on technology on corporate and marketing communication between experts with
different professional backgrounds, levels
of decision-making and country of origin.
Whilst 39% of general managers believe that
a majority of customers will communicate
with humanized ‘bots’, which address the
individual customer via natural language by
the year 2020, only 14% of marketing and
communication professionals and 18% of
academics believe that this will happen this
fast. In respect to experts on different levels
of decision-making, significantly more board/
department leaders (59%) see an impact of
technological advances on the structure of
external communication/marketing services
in comparison to experts, who lead a team
(40%) and other experts (35%). Regarding
different countries of origin of our experts we
find that only 7% of German experts believe
that a majority of companies will use intelligent voice assistants to improve personalized communication and build more intimate
relationship with their customers and other
stakeholders by the year 2020. On the others
side 34% of international experts believe that
this will happen to this date. Moreover, 10%
of German experts think that this technology
while never be used on a broad basis whilst
only 4% of international experts share this
believe.

Conclusions for business
and education
Generally, communications will increase in
volume and complexity compared to other
company activities, making it increasingly
strategic – i.e. relevant as a competi-

tive advantage (e.g. things will communicate with things and humans in parallel, more direct communication replacing
one-to-many communications, more just
in time). Work will shift from clear department logic to more and more cross-functional teams and temporary projects that
require agile approaches. Several technological advances combined will enable
real-time produced offerings in the mass
market without external services. Trust will
be key in customer relations and related
communications (“no more lies”). Real-time
production of content requires richer and at
the same time more natural user interfaces
(voice based / visually at least augmented)
with as much dependency on context as
possible. Furthermore, communications
activities will become faster and more
one-to-one requiring increasing technological support to get it organized.
More specifically, with regards to a
company’s
communication/marketing
goals or strategies the experts suggest the
implementation of an AI ethics advisory
board for setting limits and alignment with
corporate values becomes mandatory for
communications intensive businesses (most
are) that want to be sustainable. Companies
should build internal expertise on AI at decision making level (otherwise they would be
dependent on external consultancy in such a
strategic issue) which could be part of Chief
Digital Officer’s role. Furthermore, experts
recommend the setting-up of a proactive
partnering with suppliers of AR/VR/MR as
well as IoT (possibly different ones; here,
internal know-how is of lesser importance
than for AI) in a marketing/corporate communication context. Also investing in data
collection and analytics as a basis for later
AI/IoT applications (infrastructure + human
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resources at all levels) shall be considered as
well as in preparedness for cloud computing
and next generation mobile (data) services as
a prerequisite for all other serious anticipation of technological advances in the context
of marketing/corporate communication. A
clear policy should be developed on how to
deal with personalized data (privacy policy
taking into account current legal framework
conditions and their further development).
Concerning the way companies communicate with stakeholders and their markets
respectively as well as the way they produce
corporate communication or marketing
content, they should prepare for radical
change concerning the latter as better algorithms to artificially generate content will
be a differentiator. Also, preparedness for
blockchain technologies enabling superior
transparency in terms of how personal data/
preferences are stored and used should be
on the agenda.
With respect to communication and
marketing organization within a company,
the latter should prepare for most call center
operations (internal & external) being at least
gradually replaced by AI-based services with
voice interfaces. Furthermore, on a board
level it should be taken into account that a
substantial number of jobs on lower/middle
management level will become obsolete
also in a marketing/corporate communication context (i.e. routine jobs that allow
for algorithmic decision making in standard
communication activities). But also new jobs
will appear at the interface of analytics and
decision making to give analytical results a
meaning and to guide analytics in a sensible
direction. Within companies also thinking of a
new work ethic required by cloud computing
and next generation mobile (data) applications should be encouraged. Lastly, a frame-

work of KPIs aligning operations across
departments/functions (also more qualitative aspects become relevant for KPIs) to
prepare for dynamically optimized customer
experience (which will become key) has to be
set up.
Coming to the structure of external
communication/ marketing services, here
based on blockchain technology the contribution of different suppliers/agencies to value
creation in marketing/corporate communication activities should be anticipated (with
the risk for them of being bypassed in the
future – when not substantial anymore).
Based on blockchain technology companies
should also prepare for more direct relations
with its customers/stakeholders increasingly
replacing intermediaries (i.e. also challenging
earlier routines of company’s departments
in the collaboration with agencies/suppliers).
Furthermore, agencies’ role shall be reconsidered which will have to become increasingly specialized for communications related
services or to propagate to more cross-sectional consulting services.
Overall, this study expands our knowledge about how technology will change
corporate and marketing communication
and when this will happen. However, our
results also reveal some interesting differences that need further investigation to be
fully understood. The differences regarding
the judgements of academics in contrast
to those of general managers suggest that
education plays a major role. Some technologies like chatbots or the application of
artificial intelligence in the field of content
creation are widely discussed on public
mass media and also have a lot of advocates in the scene of technology evangelists. However, scientific results in this field
reveal that there still are some major hurdles
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for those emerging technologies to overcome
before they will hit the mainstream (Berger
et. al., 2015; Etzrodt, Wagner, & Engesser,
2019). At the same time, our results indicate
the different technological status and developments in different countries. We already
know that technologies like personal voice
assistants and virtual influencers are much
wider spread in Asian than they are in Europe
or the United States. Academic education
in media management as well as corporate
and marketing communication should take
these differences into consideration when
creating study programs or research designs.
As necessities of corporate and marketing
communication experts change so will also
curricula have to change and address these
requirements.

Limitations and future
research agenda
Since this study is based on the opinions of
mostly industry experts from different countries, some of our results might be prone to
some peer-group bias as well as general
public opinions in different cultural regions. To
get a better understanding of those potential
biases we analysed the sample for significant differences across the diverse groups
of experts (according to country of residence,
age, gender, hierarchy level, professional
context, and technological expertise with
regards to specific technologies as well as
overall). The results show some differences
for specific questions about the impact of
technology that should be addressed in future
research. For instance, subsequent studies
could focus on the different views between
academics, general managers and marketing and communication experts. Addition-

ally, our sample cannot not be considered as
representative for the overall populations of
our different types of experts. However, we
addressed this issue by recruiting a diverse
sample by applying a sampling method
(screening) via LinkedIn that seems to be very
promising. Yet, the quality of this approach
should itself be a matter of future research.
Finally, the application of a fully structured
questionnaire without open questions might
have led us to miss out some relevant technological developments as well as aspects of
change. However, we tried to minimize this
potential issue with our multi-step research
approach that included the input of experts
in moderated workshops on different levels
of the research process. Thus, we believe
that this study can be considered as a solid
starting point for deeper investigations of
how current and emerging technologies will
change the ways and challenges of marketing and communication management in the
near and further future and how those developments will influence academic education in
the respective fields.
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Abstract

This research explores how legacy media institutions can facilitate an environment where innovation is possible. Using media innovation and the dynamic capabilities theoretical framework, the research looks at the specific case of the Al Jazeera media network, a pre-eminent
broadcaster in the Middle East. The paper uses the case-study approach combined with personal interviews with media professionals and experts to understand the way innovation
unfolds for a legacy media institution. While media transformation and innovation research
is predominantly located in the western world, this research provides an empirical perspective from the global south. It finds in resource management and corporate adaptability the
mechanisms of innovation adopted by Al Jazeera, and these mechanisms are not specific to
the global south.
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Introduction
This study explores how media institutions
innovate in and adapt to their complex
digital environment to develop and remain
sustainable. The study brings in a practical
perspective from the global south. It looks
at the case of the most prominent news
service in the Middle East and North Africa
region, Al Jazeera, and the way it has been
developing and expanding while simultaneously launching new digital platforms.
With media habits that keep changing,
media businesses continue in the quest
for value creation and revenue generation.
Developing innovative business models that
are sustainable and profitable is an ongoing
goal for the media industries.
In the academic literature, media innovation is investigated from different perspectives. The technological innovation perspective deals with technical knowledge centered
on innovative processes and outcomes that
signal change, radical or disruptive, in the
ways of producing or consuming media
content (Ansari & Krop, 2012; Christensen,
1997; Govindarajan et al., 2011; Kohli &
Melville, 2018; Preston et al., 2009). The
practice of journalism’s perspective deals
with issues including innovation in the newsroom and journalism-editing transformations (Mare, 2014; Porcu, 2020), publishing
content, and finding business models that
enable return on investments (Myllylahti,
2019; O’Brien et al., 2020), as well as issues
pertaining to innovation in the organization
of the journalistic work (Koivula et al., 2020).
Scholars in organizational communication
study innovative business models in journalistic work (Koivula et al., 2020), or more

broadly in different media types, including legacy (Kueng, 2017) and non-legacy
media institutions (Konow-Lund, 2020).
Increasingly, to study innovation, researchers involved in media studies from an
organizational communication perspective
call for a multidisciplinary approach (Storsul & Krumsvik, 2013), which considers
the environment or ecosystem capabilities as important as inner-firm capabilities.
Known as dynamic capabilities to researchers in the media management field, this
approach considers that the companies’
resources and value creation change over
time and have an impact on the financial performance of organizations (Oliver,
2014). Media management issues pertaining to business models are studied from a
management-of-innovation
perspective
(Malmelin & Virta, 2016), an entrepreneurial perspective (Kiss et al., 2012; Mutterlein & Kunz, 2017), and a marketing-driven
perspective (Krumsvik, 2018) - but also
from a multidisciplinary perspective, as
noted above.
This study adopts a multidisciplinary
approach while combining the dynamics-capabilities framework and the organizational-communicational approach, in
order to understand the strategies adopted
by Al Jazeera to prosper in a media market
known for its transformations, and reflect
on the applicability of these strategies to
other legacy media.

Literature review
On media innovation
Researchers have been examining media
innovation both conceptually and empiri-
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cally with various questions that relate to
areas including management of resources
and business models (Baumann, 2011;
Boczkowski, 2004; Penrose, 1959; Peteraf,
1993; Picard, 2010; Wernerfelt, 1984),
content production and distribution (Lin,
2012; Pavlik, 2001), new modes of consuming content (Jenkins, 2006; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009; Van-Weezel, 2009),
and the introduction of new devices into
social life (Rogers, 1986, 1995; Wellman
& Berkowitz, 1988, William & Edge, 1996).
Salient influences on innovation is another
area of study found in the works of Daidj
(2018), Kunz et al. (2016), Oliver (2013) and
Storsul & Krumsvik (2013). For instance, for
Storsul and Krumsvik (2013), factors considered in media innovation include technology,
market opportunities and user behavior, the
behavior of competitors, regulation, industry norms, company strategy, leadership
and vision, organizational structure, capacity and resources, and culture and creativity.
Dogruel (2013) points to four features that
characterize media innovation: “newness,
economic or social exploitation, communicative implications, and a complex social
process” (p. 39). Additionally, she calls for a
holistic approach to research media innovation as a multi-level process, societal but
also inclusive of diverse actors involved in
the innovation process and while mindful
of the multiple level parameters including
policy, regulations, and market segmentation (Dogruel, 2015). Kueng (2017) argues
that organizational challenges are the main
concern for legacy media aiming for digital
transformation. Lehtisaari et al. (2018) argue
that innovation saves costs and transforms
the ability to make revenues.
According to Spyridou et al. (2013,
p.78), “innovation, convergence and dialog-

ical models of journalism come in different shapes and sizes, strongly influenced
by local contingencies both internal (practices, rituals, routines) as well as external (regulation, competition, shareholders,
public)”. Facilitating the right environment
for innovation is crucial to promote, adopt,
and produce innovation. Research on US
and Scandinavian media by Lehtisaari et al.
(2018) argues that innovation strategies in
media companies are not vulnerable to the
geographic or cultural contexts relating to
where those companies are based: regardless of where they are based, media organizations are all equally concerned with revenue creation, and seek independence from
the grip of social media companies.
Dynamic media capabilities theory
Credited by originating the term dynamic
capabilities, Teece et al. (1997) argue that
firms that prove their dynamic capabilities by identifying, grasping, and organizing
efficiently around new opportunities have a
competitive advantage when facing change.
Monitoring environmental transformations
and responding to change by undertaking
new alliances and acquisitions are the main
functions of dynamic capability for Kranenburg and Ziggers (2012) who define the
term as,
the company’s ability to purposefully
create, extend, or modify its resource
base. A dynamic capability is a deeply
embedded set of skills and knowledge
exercised through a process enabling
a company to stay synchronized with
market changes and to stay ahead of
competitors. (Kranenburg and Ziggers,
2012)
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Dynamic capability is then the aptness for
adapting to new environments, markets,
and powers. Oliver (2016) argues that
media firms attempt to cope with market
changes by developing experimental strategies involving different business models
and inner-organizational transformations.
From a dynamic capability perspective, to
face market changes firms need to renew
their resources, and to take steps and
initiatives to identify their capabilities and
competencies in order to navigate transformations (Oliver, 2018). Organizational
flexibility toward change becomes a requisite to face the industry’s digital disruption.
Having the ability to transform into flexible
networked organizations supports media
organizations’ sustainability and competitive advantage (Kranenburg and Ziggers,
2012). Jantunen et al. (2012, p.142) argue
that capability translates into effectiveness: “[T]he concept of capabilities refers
to the firm’s structures, processes and
knowledge that are needed in carrying out
productive operations effectively.” Reeves
and Deimler (2011) note that sustainable
competitive advantage can come from the
ability to read and act upon signals, the
ability to experiment, the ability to manage
complex multi-company systems, and the
ability to mobilize. It is also argued that
adaptability improves the performance of
the organizations (Reeves and Deimler,
2011).
Drawing on the institutionalization
of the communication management
approach, Grandien and Johansson (2012)
cite three factors affecting institutional
change: functional, political, and social.
Functional pressures could be tied to
changes in the broader environment, and
market changes such as those driven by

digital adoption. Political pressures relate
to the legitimacy of power distribution;
while social resources are contained in the
diversity of the groups forming the institution, holding beliefs and expectations
different from one another. Grandien and
Johansson (2012) call for further explorations, including the role of leadership and
the temporality of the structural change,
while Oliver (2018) calls for “intellectual bridging”, which combines conceptual frameworks from dynamic capability,
corporate strategy, and firm performance
to understand the transformations of
media firms using a holistic approach.
Scholars interested in the dynamic
capabilities approach, including Oliver
and Dogruel cited above, call for further
research using integrated and multi-disciplinary approaches to understand the
ongoing transformations occurring in
media institutions. The legacy media institutions in particular in the MENA region
are little studied, although they have
been affected by the same global disruptive industry transformations and suffer
similar functional and market changes
(customers’ media habits, social habits,
competition with novel media formats,
etc.) than the rest of the world.

Methodological
approach
This study adopts a qualitative empirical approach using a single instrumental case study in which “the researcher
focuses on an issue or concern, and then
selects one bounded case to illustrate this
issue.” (Creswell, 2007, p.74) This study
uses multiple sources of evidence (Punch,
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2014), including secondary resources
such as industry reports and documents about the case at hand, but also
primary resources---more specifically,
semi-structured interviews with experts
in the media and digital-media industry.
The interviews serve here as a source of
information; “Case study research is a
qualitative approach in which the investigator explores a bounded system (a
case1) (…) through in-depth data collection
involving multiple sources of information2
(e.g., observations, interviews, audiovisual
material, and documents and reports), and
reports a case description and case-based
themes.” (Creswell, 2007, p.73)
The case study gives insights into the
question researched and enables a better
understanding of the issue (Punch, 2014).
In this research, the case study helps to
understand media innovation from the
perspective and practice of a popular
media network in the Middle East.
Six interviews were carried out: two
in face-to-face settings, and one by
phone, each lasting about 60 minutes,
while the three remaining interviews
were conducted through email. In the US,
the interviews were with the ex-Chicago
Tribune App news strategist Joe Germuska,
and with Rich Gordon, also an ex-journalist
practitioner and publisher, with the Miami
Herald. Both are currently educators and
researchers in areas concerning digital
publishing and online news media. They
are purposefully selected because they
offer an expert and outsider perspective
on Al Jazeera’s strategies and the way it
has been navigating the shift from conven-

tional media to new media operating at a
multinational level. The third interview
in the US was by phone with a senior Al
Jazeera executive, now Head of Innovation
at AJ+, Moeed Ahmad. The remaining three
interviews were conducted by email with a
senior Al Jazeera English News producer,
Lea Harding, AJ+ Head of Audience development, Haris Alistic, and a senior strategist at Al Jazeera, who prefers to remain
anonymous: for this paper, he will have the
pseudonym Mohamed Sultan. All interviewees were offered anonymity, but only
Sultan opted for it3.
The purpose of the interviews is
twofold: First, to support the case study
with opinions and insights from within.
Secondly, to have an expert perspective
on digital media innovation, and informed
opinions from those who have experienced
the shift from a legacy media institution to
digital operation and the digital publishing stream. Their insider perspectives are
unique considering both the role they have
played in their respective organizations,
and also the challenges they have faced
or the opportunities they took or missed.
Additional insights were collected through
secondary resources, as well as through
interactions with Al Jazeera’s top managers, and while attending some of their
public talks.
The analysis starts with a description
of the case, followed by
a focus on a few key issues (or analysis of themes), not for generalizing
beyond the case, but for under3

It is important to note that Al Jazeera applies an approval process for interviewing its
employees. The approval process is long and difficult, as the employees need a waiver or

1

Ital. is used in the original text.

approval to speak with researchers or interviewers. This has made it difficult to increase

2

Bold and italic font is used in the original text.

the pool of respondents.
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standing the complexity of the case
(…). In the final interpretive phase,
the researcher reports (…) learning
about the issue of the case or learning about an unusual situation. (Creswell, 2007, p.75)
The analysis of the interviews was
completed by the author. After a thorough
reading of the transcripts, four themes
informing the case at hand emerged: the
human capital; the audience; the business leverage; as well as value and risk
management. In the following section,
these themes are discussed to help
understanding what innovation entails in
a legacy media institution from the global
south, and how did Al Jazeera navigate the
changes that disrupted the media industries in the recent years. The story of Al
Jazeera, supported by the opinions of some
of its key employees combined with expert
perspectives will provide insights for media
professionals and researchers, as well as
those interested in the development of
legacy media intuitions, more particularly.
Al Jazeera is selected as the case
study for this research for several factors:
First, Al Jazeera was the first broadcaster
to break with the mainstream loyalist
way of doing news in the MENA region,
as will be explained below. Al Jazeera
has introduced and modernized reporting and distributing news. Additionally,
Al Jazeera was avant-gardist as a legacy
media in the region that experimented
a globalization strategy in a business as
volatile as news. It succeeded gaining
audiences regionally, but also its early
success with AJ+ speaks to its attempts
for innovation and change. Its platforms
may have not been successful or popu-

lar equally in terms of audience growth,
awards gained or revenues and profits
generated, but this does not conflict with
its attempts to innovate and recreate, as
will be discussed below. In this research,
media innovation is understood in a broad
perspective, as an exploration of alternatives toward a path to be sustainable and
evolve in a complex media environment.
The Al Jazeera Media Network (AJMN)
The Al Jazeera Arabic News Channel was
launched in Qatar in November 1996
by the Emir of Qatar, Sheikh Hamad Bin
Khalifa Al-Thani. Its launch coincided with
the closure of BBC Arabic, which allowed
the new channel to learn from a top-tier
news agency and even acquire some of its
250 reporters. Al Jazeera Arabic became
synonymous with the Middle East to
the broader public, specifically with
their news scoop on Operation Desert
Fox in 1998: Al Jazeera was the only
foreign news agency that was allowed in
Afghanistan when the American strikes
began, which was a golden opportunity
for Al Jazeera to provide an opinion and
a perspective other than the American’s,
and which helped it gain credibility. Within
the region, Al Jazeera developed a voice
known to criticize socio-cultural taboos,
but also issues from the political and
economic realm, primarily in places other
than its home, a point of persistent criticism. Al Jazeera, when it first started,
introduced a novel and innovative way
of doing journalism in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA), where typically
media are state-owned, and, to a large
extent, are loyalists and propaganda
tools. Al Jazeera has developed to include
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an English-language service, introduced
in 2006, and other broadcasting services,
such as Al Jazeera Sports renamed beIN
sports/beIN Connect, Al Jazeera Children,
Documentary, and Mubashir (tr. live). Al
Jazeera’s other properties include a training center and a research center, which
are beyond the scope of this study.
AJMN operated Al Jazeera America as a
cable and satellite channel in New York
from 2012 until its closure in 2016.
The years before the decision to close
Al Jazeera America were decisive, with
regard to its market strategy, and as
the result of which new and innovative business ventures started developing. The first that materialized was the
online video channel, AJ+. Following AJ+,
in 2017, Al Jazeera developed a new
English podcasting service, Jetty, which
changed its name in 2019 to Al Jazeera
Podcasts, as well as a live-streaming
digital competition for social media influencers, Sadeem4 (launched in 2017), and
a virtual-reality brand, Contrast VR (also
launched in 2017).
A brief introduction to AJMN online
platforms
AJ+ is an online news platform that
offers information via short videos. It
was launched in September 2014 from
San Francisco, where Al Jazeera America
was based. Now based in Washington,
AJ+ targets young adults (aged 18-34)
from different backgrounds. AJ+’s primary
purpose is to engage its audience through
bitesize content via mobile devices. AJ+

4

Sadeem is an early name of this platform and competition. For this paper we will use this
original name. Similarly, we will refer to the podcast platform with its original name, Jetty.

counts several products under its brand,
including AJ+ In Depth, AJ+ Docs, Direct
From, Untold America, and Original
Shorts.
Launched as Jetty, Al Jazeera’s podcast
and audio storytelling platform is now
called Al Jazeera Podcasts. Developed in
2016 and launched in 2017, it targets
users interested in audio storytelling. It
aims to “connect listeners around the
world with podcasts that are engaging,
challenging, and consequential” (Jetty.
fm). Headquartered in San Francisco,
initially Jetty targeted English speakers in
the US and UK, both among the biggest
markets for podcasts (Bhardwaj & Cheng,
2018). Now Al Jazeera Podcasts’ audience is composed mainly of young adults
consumers of content on-the-go.
Contrast VR is Al Jazeera’s new
approach to in-depth original documentaries, shot using 360 Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR). Contrast
VR uses an integration of Samsung
360-degree filmmaking technology with
breaking news, and promises an immersive experience.
Sadeem is an influencers’ training
platform dedicated to the youth of the
Middle East. It is a digital reality series
of 15-week on-screen competitions
featuring 15-24-year-olds from MENA
who aim to become social-media influencers. Throughout the 15 weeks, young
competitors create impactful and original content online under the mentorship
of famous bloggers and influencers from
across the Arab region.
These platforms have not been
successful or popular persistently or
consistently. In fact, Jetty has had a hard
time gaining listeners before its name was
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changed to Al Jazeera Podcast; Contrast
did not grow the way it was anticipated,
eventually because the consumer VR
market did not pick up, as one of the informants notes. In this research, innovation
does not equate success. The research
is more interested in understanding the
strategies and process of developing the
portfolio of the legacy media than speaking to how successful this portfolio is.

Study findings
The findings are driven from the case
analysis through the secondary research,
case documents as well as interviews.
From these sources, the research
explores innovation and its practices, and
the way AJMN develops and grows the
news business. The findings discussed
below are organized in four sections:
identifying the opportunities that help
leverage the business; managing the
human capital resources; discovering the
audiences that drive the business; and
recognizing the opportunity value while
reducing the risks.
Taking opportunities and leveraging the
business
In this case, the legacy media- AJMN- is
quite separate from its other products,
like AJ+ or Jetty, which have been developing independently. This development
is driven by leveraging procedures and
processes rather than discovering new
ones. Moeed Ahmad, the Head of innovation at AJ+, speaks about evolution and
not innovation; “there was no innovation
in technology,” he says: the technology
was happening, but the team identified,

and experimented with, opportunities.
For instance, with Sadeem, the opportunity was to build on the concept of reality
shows that already existed, but to use it
differently, with the rise of the influencers’ business. Sadeem’s birth is made
possible by data analyses that prove a
massive connected generation Z in the
region. However, the market opportunity for Contrast did not materialize, as
VR videos did not become an important
thing for the consumer market, Ahmad
adds. Consequently, Contrast and Jetty
have only leveraged the website aj.com,
but not the legacy media.
As for AJ+, it continues experimenting
with new ways of operating on a small
scale, rather than changing the processes
of doing business. It adopted a short
format to tell stories in 50 seconds. The
experiments take place in the way the
stories are crafted, designed, and then
tested by different means until finding the most engaging and successful
tactic, typically by making the stories
viral (Al Rawi, 2019). “By tracking performance and tweaking the length, wording,
format, etc. we reach the audiences and
the platforms, and shift to what can work
for more growth,” says Al Jazeera’s Itani
(2016).
This speaks to an inclination to being
entrepreneurial; this disposition to flair
opportunities, learn how to try, use and
adapt to them, and eventually, learn from
failed attempts. Joe Germuska, who was
responsible for finding innovative ways to
tell stories when at the Chicago Tribune,
also speaks about running tests and
experiments on a story-by-story basis,
just like AJ+. Because stories can stand
alone, there is an advantage in testing by
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unit, eventually thinking about add-ons
to stories rather than experimenting with
changes regarding the whole streamlined process of producing those stories.
If a new procedure tested in one of the
stories worked, then it can be taken and
applied more generally. Germuska thinks
there are advantages in doing so, as it
reduces risks while providing an edge to
the team.
Focus on human capital
The interviewees describe leaders within
this organization as those who enable
experimentation and support innovation.
They are seen as visionaries, they fund
and embrace new developments; they
take risks. This goes back to a time prior
to the launch of AJ+, in early 2010, when
the top executives embraced the digital
switch by recognizing upcoming opportunities. Since then, they have been freeing space to experiment, create, make
mistakes, and try again.
From an organizational management
perspective, the teams involved in new
media development include highly-educated young professionals, with prior
experience in the digital environment.
They are either computer engineers,
entrepreneurs, content producers, or
marketers, with backgrounds in strategy
and product or community development.
Each platform is assigned a specific team
that may or may not have experience
in the platform they are hired for. For
instance, initially, Jetty included hires who
have been in the business of podcasting since the technology emerged, and
have some experience in the podcasting
market (jetty.fm). However, Sadeem’s

new hires come from a related business,
considering the newness of the influencer
reality-show business. Typically, hires are
young, reflecting the target audience of
these products, and they are expected
to be innovative. “[I]nnovation is the job
of everyone working in the company and
not of one person,” notes Harris, AJ+’s
Head of Audience Development.
One cannot ignore the impact that
Silicon Valley’s culture has had on many
entrepreneurs’ mindsets and imaginations, including those of Al Jazeera’s think
tank, which was called the Innovation
and Incubation Division before it became
the Innovation and Research Group. The
usage of the word incubation in this unit’s
name, in itself reflects the entrepreneurial mindset and the leadership disposition
to turn the attempts into startup models
and providing them with the managerial
support needed, This impact is particularly true for entrepreneurship in the
Middle East region in general, and especially after the 2011 Arab uprisings that
ignited more Internet and social-media
adoption, and a proliferation of start-ups
in the region (Allagui, 2019). The entrepreneurship spirit was embraced by Al
Jazeera and its technology enthusiasts,
especially its leadership, says Moeed,
“back at the time, other companies in
Qatar say they want to innovate but they
pay Google to do this bit, and Microsoft to do the other bit. In Al Jazeera,
the executive team was passionate and
excited to support entrepreneurship from
within,” he adds. Al Jazeera teams have
mirrored the start-up culture by working
independently to develop their units. For
instance, at Contrast VR, the team was
just assigned an overall goal to build VR
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experiences, but with no other detailed
instructions, and with a small budget,
said Zahra Rasool, Contrast VR editorial lead5. Leadership, teamwork, independent learning, and decision-making,
with testing, failing, and testing again is
the way to yield results according to my
interviewees. The major difference, said
Rich Gordon, is that Al Jazeera teams
have the privilege of not having to think
about revenues; and it remains unclear
whether the digital units ever made any
profit, he added.

the users’ media consumption patterns
and their online behaviors. Harris speaks
about how AJMN is innovative. He says,
AJ+, Jetty, Contrast, Sadeem, digital first focus of AJE, AJA, AJM
online ventures and their separation from TV clearly shows the innovation mindset of AJMN. It’s not
well known that AJMN was the
first company in the world to start
with news coverage on Twitter
(native tweeting of news and not
just pushing links and headlines),
first to use Facebook pages as editorial platforms and first to publish
full live stream on YouTube (in the
region). AJ+ launched and defined
an entire industry.

The audience drives the business
The migration of audiences to newer digital platforms has threatened the survival
of some broadcasters. Contrary to television that is news-centric, online news
platforms like AJ+ position themselves
as audience-centric, since they focus on
connection opportunities with their audiences, including reach and engagement.
For instance, AJ+ introduced multiple
languages (Arabic, French, English, and
Spanish), thus enabling the development
of its audience base.
With Sadeem, AJMN identified another
opportunity for growth. In the post-uprising breakthrough in the media habits
of the youth of the MENA region, young
people became highly connected to the
Internet as smartphone owners, cultural
content producers, mobile news consumers, and social media influencers’ followers. In response, AJMN launched Sadeem,
an entertainment platform that connects
with this growing audience. AJMN
adapted its channels and tone of voice to
5

Zahra Rasool, in a public talk on October 1st, 2017, Qatar.

The dramatic shift in audiences’ behavior,
with the emergence of the Internet and
new media development, left no media
company out of danger of industry transformations. The marketing approach,
that puts the consumers at the core of
the company’s business and frames the
product or service upon consumers’
needs and wants was not a concern in
the news business, back then non-audience driven. It is only later, when the
audiences began discovering the YouTube
and alike and shifting between platforms
that news media, like Al Jazeera, started
exploring alternative ways to do news,
driven by where the audience is. Audience segmentation, niche audiences
and other expressions referring to some
homogenized groups of audiences sharing common interests in news styles or
platforms (ex. bit-size news or podcasts,
on-the-move, etc.) that are different
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and heterogeneous from other audience
segments, impacted the news industry. Jarvis (2016) addressed this audience perspective in his essay, “Death to
the mass,” where he explains that the
one size fits all is no more viable. The
question becomes, how does a focus on
audience generates innovation? In the
case of Sadeem, for instance, it did. The
starting point of Sadeem venture was the
audience. The finding that a large group
of young Arab people in the Middle East,
little interested in news, and unlikely to
become Al Jazeera audience at any point
of time, according to Sultan, triggered the
interest of the team. The quest became
what are they interested in and how
can Al Jazeera bring them closer. Then,
Sadeem was born.
Identify the value and reduce the risks
In the case of AJMN, the new platforms
capitalized on the brand name of Al
Jazeera to attract talented professionals
wanting to join the company. Additionally, extending the reach of the content
from legacy TV to digital enabled gaining
some value, as did identifying opportunities for cross-platform content integration, such as bringing stories from TV to
digital. This facilitates a life extension of
the stories and increases the capacity to
spark a synergy on the operational level.
However, since it is story-based, content
has a short time value. Harris sees the
value in extending the reach of the AJMN
audiences, he notes
The biggest added value was extending the reach of the content
initially. Today, it is clear that we

have brought totally new audiences
and markets to AJMN and extended
our reach way beyond what it was
before. Hadn’t AJMN done that, it
would be at risk of withering away
as many traditional print, radio and
TV companies have, with the ageing
and shrinking audience.
Taking risks with trying and failing and
experimenting with alternatives enables
not only the identification of new values,
but also possible new processes and
outcomes. “You’ve got to have leaders
who leave space for this,” says Moeed,
“who are risk takers themselves and who
understand how important is to enable
the team to learn, make mistakes, and
try again.” Moeed adds, what the team
needs is “to earn enough trust to try, fail
and develop, and be given enough space
to figure out what’s a good value.” He
describes this as the innovative culture
that fosters value.
Gordon and Germuska also agree
on the challenges of innovation in the
media environment. For Germuska, it
takes experimentation and commitment to build an innovative environment
where failure is just part of the learning
and innovative process. Innovation does
not come without a cost; eventually,
some part of the existing business could
be threatened, as Schumpeter (1994)
explained with his concept of ‘creative
destruction’, but the experiment would
pay off in the long run, he argues. It is
difficult for management to be willing to
lose money while trying new experiences,
especially in legacy media institutions, he
adds. Gordon also points to the fact that
big structures and cumbersome media
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companies are unlikely to become innovative; he argues that smaller companies, organized like startups, have better
chances of success in their development
process. Christensen (1997) recommends that established companies try
new products in a separate company,
as far away as possible from the established parent company, to avoid internal
competition. AJMN applies the same principle, as the new units---whether AJ+ or
Jetty or Sadeem—are to some extent all
independent units that are not competing
with the broadcasting service, but developing in different markets.
However, Germuska also points to
some limitations to such a process. First,
when the experiment works, it often
means that there is an assumption that
when applied to other platforms it would
work equally well. Often times it does
not, and the team returns to new experiments and new tests, with frustration
and disappointment. Secondly, and most
importantly, with such a piece-based
process, it is difficult to scale up the business, says Germuska. Media organizations look for ways to grow and make a
profit. With little wins on a unit-by-unit
basis, it is unlikely that processes get
transformed and mainstreamed in a way
that enables significant cost savings or
higher revenues.
AJMN operates with no monetization
objective, as it is funded by the Emir of
Qatar. This presents a less risky environment for the creative teams, who would
thus be more prone to espousing innovation, since the organization does not tie
them to revenue generation. Keeping only
the consumers in mind, the new media
team can focus on their commitment to

exploration and experimentation, while
being freed from the need for making a
profit. Harris adds,
We didn’t do a single thing with
profit in mind. We always focused
on being a voice of the voiceless
and telling the important stories of
our time from native perspective
of global south (not an ego-centric
perspective of self-perceived western superiority). In general, profitability is surely attainable but the
models would have to be different.

Discussion.
Diversification and
patterns of legacy media
transformation
Aside from mergers and corporate
acquisitions, media institutions may
turn to diversification to scale up their
businesses. The diversification strategies developed by AJMN over a decade
exemplify the ways media companies
may adapt to their changing business
environments. This broadcaster chose
to expand both horizontally and vertically. The horizontal expansion translates
into the development of multiple platforms in different areas of specialization
(entertainment, news, production, etc.),
enabling access to new audiences with
various interests. The vertical expansion
is platform-based and enables access to
audiences with similar core interests but
differences in other characteristics, be
these language, or locality. The learning
and insights gained from experimenting
with the development of one platform are
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Figure 1. The integrated structure of Al Jazeera and its digital platforms.

shared across the teams, even though
each platform runs as an independent
entity, separate in branding and behavior
from the legacy medium.
Each platform is responsible for developing and improving its operating system. For
instance, AJ+ looks for an innovative way
to tell stories and improve its process, as
argued by Oliver (2014), who notes that
improving the organizational process helps
organizations innovate and adapt to their
new environments. For instance, instead
of hiring reporters, AJ+ takes stories from
third parties, freelancers, and press agencies (e.g. APP, Reuters, etc.), consequently
lowering the cost of human capital. Both
human capital and organizational structure
play a role in the development of the new
digital ventures in the case at hand.
Media institutions do not have to reinvent the business, but to identify ways of
optimizing their resources, understanding

their audiences and market trends, and
experimenting with new ways of operating. Seeing that Millennials have different
interests from the current Al Jazeera TV
audience, the network opted to diversify its audience while not hurting the
traditional brand, by creating separate
brands, providing more room to grow
the business. Kueng (2017) finds corporate culture, skills and competencies, and
organizational flexibility, to be the basis
of legacy transformation.
This study finds in resource management and corporate adaptability a means
of innovation in media legacy institutions. Media organizations achieve higher
performance when they can experiment,
adapt, and change their resources to
introduce improvements and achieve
advantages, even though temporarily (Oliver, 2014). The case speaks to an
adaptability model by discovering signals
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and opportunities in its external environment and acting upon them (Reeves
and Deimler, 2011). In the case studied,
the innovation team prioritized optimization. The question became how to do
things in an optimized way rather than
in novel ways. Innovation, thus, is not
about new inventions, but rather about
improvements introduced in the ways of
finding, producing, developing, telling, and
distributing stories, which also demonstrates dynamic capabilities. According to
Oliver, the development of dynamic capabilities “can be achieved by four tangible
resource-based approaches; investment
in new organizational processes and
routines; product innovation and development; forming strategic alliances;
corporate acquisitions and mergers”
Oliver (2014, 62). The case of Al Jazeera
illustrates a strategy of product optimization. Such a strategy can be explained
by bricolage of interests and practices
that enables changing some of the
settings in order to improve the product
or the process by experimentation. The
research findings mirror those of Heft and
Dogruel (2019) who speak about freedom and flexibility enabling the establishment of new journalistic concepts and
experimentation, thanks to the support
of founders and journalists who create an
entrepreneur culture, adopt flexibility, and
advance team spirit.
Both organizational structure and
decentralized decision-making processes
play a crucial role in the development of
new products, while adopting a creative
space and ensuring autonomy to brainstorm, conceive, test, and run again. There
is a consensus among the interviewees
that AJMN executive team left good room

to the media innovation department to act
as a think tank or a startup and experiment
a wide range of opportunities, be it market
opportunities or small processes and initiatives in the news room, whether they
materialized and succeeded or not. As Heft
and Dogruel (2019) explain, a digital news
enterprise enables freedom when facilitated by “organizational autonomy, such as
flat hierarchies allowing all members to get
involved to a certain extent in managerial
decisions as well as editorial processes.” (p.
689).
For new-venture optimization, it
may be surprising that a legacy medium
invests in several digital opportunities
simultaneously. The findings show that
this is possible if support is provided
to the executive team, but also if staff
are freed from monetization pressures.
Victor Pickard argues that the market is
destructor of journalism, and that news
organizations need to be non-commercial or subsidized to succeed (Pickard,
2009). He notes, “[c]ommercialism lies at
the heart of this crisis; removing it could
be transformative.” (Pickard, 2020) AJMN
has never claimed to be profitable or that
monetization contributes to its success,
“we didn’t do a single thing with profit
in mind,” says Harris; AJMN settled on a
non-commercial business model of news.
While it is not common to ignore monetization, it is reasonable to believe that
other organizations, aiming to innovate
and diversify, can facilitate new ventures
inspired by audience trends emerging from media audience changes and
transformations. Davidsson and Wiklund
(2000) call this the strategic adaptation
perspective that reduces the importance
of the individual in favor of the gover-
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nance structure. It is, in fact, an organizational model that enables managers to
use resources in dynamic ways instead
of inhibiting them by a rigid structure. Al
Jazeera’s new unit-governance model
and management approach are poles
apart from the managerial decisions
made in the Arabian Gulf context, as per
Siddique and Siddique’s research (2019),
who found that the decision-making
style in the region continues to bank on
an autocratic and pseudo-consultative
style.

Conclusion
Al Jazeera introduced a breakthrough
model with regard to freedom of expression and new ways of doing journalism in
the region. From its early days, not having
any pressure to generate revenues from
its operations and be profitable helped
the team develop content quite smoothly.
However it is uncommon for a non-public
media institution to be able to prioritize
content over monetization.
The capabilities discussed above
to adapt and evolve in such a dynamic
environment is what helped AJMN in
its journey to remain sustainable. The
team figured out ways to “reconfigure
resources, assets, operating routines
and competencies in order to improve its
effectiveness in the pursuit of superior
performance” (Oliver, 2014, 59).
Providing a start-up with the freedom it
needs to function is a major contributing
factor to its success. The new enterprises
are not meant to be a smaller version of
their ‘parent’ company, the legacy media
institution. They need to develop into

real businesses to be able to assess their
success, as, in general, business success
is still measured by profitability rather
than impact. They are being developed as
business ventures first and foremost, and
thus do not operate in the shadow of the
legacy media company.
This case is unique in the MENA region,
as no other legacy media institution we
are aware of has developed such a portfolio in the digital world. As research into
entrepreneurship, start-ups, and business models is very limited in the region
(Bruton et al., 2008; Kiss et al., 2012), this
paper calls for more academic exploration to continue the conversation about
the development of new media enterprises in the MENA region. Additionally,
the lack of available data on the financials
of the company represents a limitation
in understanding Al Jazeera’s innovation
success in a dynamic market; but at the
same time it represents a unique opportunity to understand media dynamics and
performance aside from financial metrics.
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Artificial Intelligence-based Voice Assistants
as Social Media Platform: Anticipated
Effect on Brands During Shopping
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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies enable voice assistants (VA) such as Amazon Alexa
and Alibaba Genie to perform activities that resemble cognitive functions associated with
the human mind (Norvig, 2011). While performing complex tasks with consumers, VAs become more human-like exchange partners. As these AI-enabled devices learn consumer
preferences and habits, they introduce biases and heuristics likely to affect individual and
collective shopping behavior while posing new opportunities and threats for managers. Why
should managers monitor the rapid diffusion of this novel ‘social media’ platform? What are
the anticipated consequences for brands in the shopping context? This interpretative study
uses in-depth interviews with elite informants (N = 31) to address these questions. Executives and experts predict that VAs assume a central relational role in the consumer market
and progressively mediate market interactions. Simultaneously, they expect VA’s intrinsic
social nature to influence consumption decisions increasingly. These fast-changing market
dynamics within the context of voice commerce may have severe consequences for consumer brands. The main identified threats for managers and their implications are discussed.
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Introduction
The prolific environment for AI-based
devices is expected to develop at an exponential rate while altering consumer decision-making and posing new challenges
for managers (Davenport et al., 2020). AI
enables, among others, VAs to systematically collect consumer information, identify patterns, and predict future behaviors
(Mari et al., 2020). The physical placement
of these devices at the core of consumers’
domestic life allows for repeated, ongoing interactions that fulfill functional and
social needs (Ammari et al., 2019; McLean
et al., 2021). As such, VAs are expected
to become a social media hub influencing
individual and collective shopping decisions.
Due to rapid adoption and disruptive potential in buying dynamics, VAs are
considered a transformative consumer
media in academic (Dellaert et al., 2020),
business (Dawar & Bendle, 2018), and
industry (eMarketer, 2019) research.
However, little is known about managers’ perceptions of how AI-based VAs can
alter consumer judgment and behavior
toward brands during shopping practices
(Mari & Algesheimer, 2021a)it is unclear
‘when’ voice assistants are capable of
gaining trust and ‘how’ the development
of such a trusted relationship affects decisions. This research explores the effect of
trusting beliefs towards voice assistants
on decision satisfaction through the indirect effect of consideration set size (n. of
options. Although exemplary research on
media management and innovation offer
insights that are likely transferable to voice

assistants, the peculiarities of this technology require new theories that are not
yet fully developed (Kumar et al., 2016).
This study adopts a managerial perspective to shed light on the potential impact
that the diffusion of shopping-related VAs
has on consumer brands. The first section
provides a review of the most relevant
literature. Next, the conceptualization of
the dual media role of VAs (agentic and
mediator) is discussed before outlining the
anticipated consequences for consumer
brands.

Artificial Intelligencebased Voice Assistants as
Social Media
Defined as ‘voice-based interfaces that can
actively guide consumer decisions on the
basis of artificial intelligence’ (Dellaert et al.,
2020, p.2), VAs can naturally converse with
users, contextually elaborate requests,
and dynamically increase their knowledge while learning from mistakes (Mari
& Algesheimer, 2021b). AI-based VAs
leverage advanced AI techniques, such as
automatic speech recognition and natural language understanding, to engage in
dialogues with an individual through human
language. These smart devices operate
as a personal concierge or shopper while
executing a large variety of user requests
in real-time (Hoy, 2018; Lee & Choi, 2017).
During interactions with consumers, VAs
can process (and store) a considerable
amount of input data and thus incrementally understand its consumers and
context. In particular, VAs provide adaptive
responses by processing contextual clues,
such as the user’s identity and the device’s
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location, while learning to correct unsatisfactory interactions shortly after they occur
(Huang & Rust, 2018; Knote et al., 2019;
Sarikaya, 2017)constituting a major source
of innovation, yet threatening human jobs.
We develop a theory of AI job replacement
to address this double-edged impact. The
theory specifies four intelligences required
for service tasks—mechanical, analytical, intuitive, and empathetic—and lays
out the way firms should decide between
humans and machines for accomplishing
those tasks. AI is developing in a predictable order, with mechanical mostly preceding analytical, analytical mostly preceding
intuitive, and intuitive mostly preceding
empathetic intelligence. The theory asserts
that AI job replacement occurs fundamentally at the task level, rather than the job
level, and for “lower” (easier for AI. A clearer
picture of the interlocutors - individuals
and other smart objects - increases a VA’s
ability to individualize, personalize, and
contextualize voice-based requests. While
proactively learning consumer preferences
and habits, VAs improve predictive accuracy and increasingly exhibit independent
behavior (Rahwan et al., 2019). As such,
they are set to influence consumer decision-making in new ways (Schmitt, 2019)
the Industrial Revolution and subsequent
technology-driven economic transformations have radically changed how people
live and work, and how consumers buy
and use goods and services. We are now
in the midst of another major technological transformation—the digital revolution.
In Being Digital, Nicholas Negroponte, the
visionary founder of the MIT Media Lab,
used the metaphor of a shift “from atoms
to bits” to characterize digitization (Negroponte 1995.

While performing complex tasks for and
with consumers, VAs are also becoming
more human-like exchange partners. The
relationship between humans and VAs is
fundamentally social because it activates
emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions that are usually found in humanto-human relationships (Reeves & Nass,
1996). The field of human-machine interaction (HCI) largely accepts that people
treat technological artifacts not only as a
medium but also as a social actor (Chérif
& Lemoine, 2019; Nass & Moon, 2000;
Wang et al., 2007). Per the ‘computers are
social actors’ paradigm, individuals mindlessly attribute human-like characteristics
to agents, such as VAs, and apply human
attributes (e.g., personality traits, stereotypes, and norms) when interacting with
them (Reeves & Nass, 1996). When an
artificial agent is considered capable of
agentic communication, the consumer’s
sense of human warmth and sociability
(called social presence) increases (Gefen
& Straub, 2004, Short et al., 1976). In an
online shopping context, conversational
agents can induce social presence with a
strong positive effect on the user’s trusting beliefs, satisfaction and ultimately
willingness to accept product recommendations (Holzwarth et al., 2006; Lu et al.,
2016; Qiu & Benbasat, 2009).
Social response theory postulates that
individuals tend to consider a social entity
an agent if it possesses even minimal indices of similarity with humans and shows
scarce automation capabilities (Nass &
Steuer, 1993). However, social responses
appear to be more assertive when anthropomorphized agents display human traits
and characteristics, such as facial expressions, body gestures, or a voice (Araujo,
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2018; Go & Sundar, 2019). In particular,
the voice leads to a ‘persona effect’ (Lester
et al., 1997, p.359) because it powerfully
indicates the presence of another person
(Nass & Gong, 2000). Similar to humans,
VAs assume a persona (‘I’) to refer to
themselves, and they react to interlocutors when their name is called. AI-powered VAs also retain relevant facts during
the conversation to give a sense of continuity to subsequent interactions.
The use of speech in smart objects
also generates physiological and affective arousal because the voice incorporates rich non-verbal cues through varying
tones, intonation, speed, and emphasis on
words (Scherer, 2003). People can make
inferences regarding emotions, attitudes
(Giles, 1970), social status (Nass & Brave,
2005), and personality (Aronovitch, 1976)
from vocal characteristics. As such, oral
interaction with machines is perceived
more favorably by users than text-only
interaction because it allows for more
natural and effective dialogue (Nass &
Scott, 2005) in the shopping context (Qiu &
Benbasat, 2009). Reeves and Nass (1996)
argue that the human brain did not evolve
fast enough to elaborate on the ontological nature of an agent. In that sense,
when a machine is involved in real-time
language production that allows engagement in unstructured dialogues with reciprocal responding, users subconsciously
adopt the same social rules and heuristics that are practiced in their interpersonal relationships (Nass & Moon, 2000).
Overall, researchers agree that the use of
software-based speech on smart devices,
such as Amazon Alexa or Alibaba Genie,
can significantly strengthen the interpersonal nature of HCIs (Rhee & Choi, 2020).

Humanizing Voice
Assistants
Voice assistants are ‘always on’ devices
that can process (or even automate)
tasks with a simple voice command
and without the user having to provide
repetitive personal information such as
address or credit card details. Different
from other digital platforms, VAs do not
favor multitasking activities as they are
designed to process one request at a
time and on a turn-by-turn basis. Also,
as the interaction is limited to auditory
cues, information is delivered sequentially with a higher mnemonic effort.
Such characteristics unique to VAs
require a new set of interaction rules
modeled after the active (and proactive) nature of these AI-enabled devices
(Schmitt, 2019)the Industrial Revolution and subsequent technology-driven
economic transformations have radically
changed how people live and work, and
how consumers buy and use goods and
services. We are now in the midst of
another major technological transformation—the digital revolution. In Being
Digital, Nicholas Negroponte, the visionary founder of the MIT Media Lab, used
the metaphor of a shift “from atoms to
bits” to characterize digitization (Negroponte 1995.
In the context of VAs and beyond, AI is
rapidly evolving from pure mechanical capabilities to analytical capabilities
based on intuition, with the next frontier
represented by empathetic capabilities,
essential to explore and understand
human emotions (Huang & Rust, 2018)
constituting a major source of innovation, yet threatening human jobs. We
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develop a theory of AI job replacement
to address this double-edged impact.
The theory specifies four intelligences
required for service tasks—mechanical,
analytical, intuitive, and empathetic—
and lays out the way firms should
decide between humans and machines
for accomplishing those tasks. AI is
developing in a predictable order, with
mechanical mostly preceding analytical,
analytical mostly preceding intuitive, and
intuitive mostly preceding empathetic
intelligence. The theory asserts that
AI job replacement occurs fundamentally at the task level, rather than the
job level, and for “lower” (easier for AI.
Thanks to AI advancements, human–VA
interaction will increasingly resemble the
human-to-human relationship. Voice
assistant manufacturers have recently
put in place a series of activities to maximize the realism of voice-based conversations. For instance, Google’s team has
launched ‘Duplex’, an automated voice
assistant capable of generating realistic speech almost indistinguishable from
a human voice, posing critical ethical
questions on the bot’s self-disclosure
strategies (Ishowo-Oloko et al., 2019).
At the same time, Amazon launched
the Alexa Prize, a global competition for
university students focused on creating
a ‘social bot’ that converses coherently
and engagingly with humans on popular topics such as sports, politics, and
entertainment (Ram et al., 2018).
Built to mimic natural human-tohuman interactions, Amazon’s text-tospeech technology enables owners of
third-party applications to create speech
that sounds more natural and intuitive. For instance, Alexa can respond in

a happy/excited tone when a customer
answers a trivia question correctly or in
a disappointed/empathetic tone when
the answer is wrong. Internal Amazon
studies reported an overall satisfaction increase with the voice experience by 30% when Alexa responded
with emotions (Gao, 2019). Additionally, Alexa can be coded to respond in a
speaking style that is more suited for a
specific type of content, such as news
and music. By changing characteristics
of speech such as intonation, pauses
and emphasis on keywords, Matthew,
Joanna, and Lupe voices – the available personas – can either sound similar to a TV news anchor, or less formal,
like a friend. In internal ‘blind listening’
tests, Amazon reported that the styles
were perceived up to 84% more natural than Alexa’s standard voice (Gao,
2020). Furthermore, the latest Alexa
speech capabilities allow developers to
mix multiple voices with sound effects
(e.g., fading in and out) and other audio
clips to create a more natural-sounding
experience (Gao, 2020). The ability of
VAs to display emotions through voice
and engage in casual jokes makes them
pleasant conversational partners (Han &
Yang, 2018). As captured in the developments above, the importance of realism maximization resides in greater user
satisfaction (Von Der Pütten et al., 2010).
Anthropomorphic cues and AI technologies may jointly contribute to strengthening the feeling of social presence with
an effect on the perceived credibility and
competence of voice assistants. With
the distinction between humans and
machines becoming increasingly blurred,
AI-based VAs are expected to substan-
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tially alter the decision-making process
throughout the entire consumer journey,
from product search to repurchase (e.g.,
Mandelli, 2018).

Interactional
Characteristics of
Shopping-related Voice
Assistants
In contrast to traditional media, voice
touchpoints emphasize a bidirectional
interaction with consumers. VAs are
designed to process one request at a time
and on a turn-by-turn basis to decrease
the speech recognition error rate coming
from a possible voice overlap (Hansen,
1996)several causes for recognition
performance degradation are explored. It is
suggested that recent studies based on a
Source Generator Framework can provide
a viable foundation in which to establish
robust speech recognition techniques. This
research encompasses three inter-related issues: (i. This style of interaction
represents a radical difference compared
to sensorially richer devices like computers
or smartphones, which present multiple
pieces of information on a screen concurrently. As such, voice channels present
both challenges and opportunities for the
diffusion of commerce practices.
On the positive side, e-commerce has
paved the way for voice shopping (Labecki
et al., 2018). With the rise of the Internet,
users have learned to deal with a combination of social, cultural, economic, and
technical barriers. In doing so, they overcame the initial diffidence of buying without directly seeing, touching, or smelling
an object. Voice technologies further limit

the users’ senses; besides, consumers are
asked to make shopping decisions without browsing photos, videos, or any other
animated content. Another celebrated
feature of voice shopping is the ease of
making low-involvement purchases. With
a simple ‘yes’ and without providing additional information such as credit cards
or address details, VAs can conveniently
process orders.
On the negative side, an effortless decision-making process does not guarantee
an optimal level of consumer satisfaction.
Shopping-related VAs offer a limited set of
items for each product category based on
their understanding of the consumer and
context. This simplified representation of
the marketplace reduces consumers’ visibility of product alternatives and emphasizes the critical role of ranking algorithms.
The algorithm that ranks the information
represents a ‘black box’ for the VA user
and the brand owner (Voosen, 2017, p.22).
Furthermore, such visual limitations may
increase brand polarization while enhancing the risk of the so-called ‘filter bubble’
or ‘echo-chamber’ effects (Colleoni et al.,
2014, p.317).
The terms ‘voice commerce’ and ‘voice
shopping’ refer to the transactional act of
placing an order directly or through marketplaces and to the technical capabilities and
communication activities that allow users
to search for a product, listen to reviews,
add items to a list, purchase goods or
services, track the order, access customer
service, etc. (Mari & Algesheimer, 2021b).
The number of consumers who have
completed at least one purchase through a
smart speaker widely varies among product
categories. A report suggests that 21% of
U.S. smart speaker owners have purchased
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entertainment such as music or movies, 8%
household items, and 7% electronic devices
(eMarketer, 2019). Moreover, the exponential growth of app marketplaces with over
100,000 voice ‘skills’ available on the Alexa
Skills Store, and 10,000 ‘actions’ on Google
Home, provides infinite interaction opportunities between brands and consumers
(Sterne, 2017).
In this context, managers came to realize that VAs already possess the technical
capabilities to ‘lead’ the interaction with
consumers, from activating passive users
to automating product purchases.

Methodology
This interpretative study uses one-toone in-depth interviews to capture the
experiences, feelings, perceptions, and
knowledge of AI-aware corporate executives and international consultants. To
favor the process of data collection standardization and maximize reliability, validity and generalization, interviews were
semi-structured. A total of 31 elite informants participated in the study in December 2018 (Solarino & Aguinis, 2020). During
the interview process, theoretical perspectives were not employed to facilitate the
emergence of insights (Avis, 2003). Interviews were audio-taped and transcriptions
analyzed adopting an inductive line-byline coding approach following grounded
theorizing. This method was chosen
as it employs inductive theory building
with explicit use of coding procedures
(e.g., Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Following a constant comparative data analysis
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967), levels of abstraction were generated directly from the data

and refined through additional data until
key themes reaching saturation. Using
NVivo 12 for Mac, codes were grouped into
themes and then re-evaluated to ensure
that they reflect data extracts. Through
conceptualization, relationships among
categories and sub-categories were
established.

Findings and discussion
The following paragraphs describe the
emerging conceptual nodes. First, an overview of the dual media role of VAs – agentic and mediator – is provided. Second, the
anticipated negative effects for consumer
brands coming from the diffusion of VAs
are discussed.

The Agentic Role of
Voice Assistants
VAs are perceived by managers to have
an agentic role as they attempt to predict
which items a target user likes based on
expressed preferences or implicit behaviors
(Shen, 2014). The informant, Jim Sterne,
Emeritus Director of the Digital Analytics
Association (DAA), explains:
There is a brand of soap that my wife
loves. One day Alexa says, ‘Hey, you
buy this all the time, why don’t you
subscribe?’. Now, we have a subscription to soap, and every six months we
get a bunch. If we have more than we
need, we adjust the delivery frequency.
This product automatically shows up,
and we are definitely going to buy the
same brand. We are locked in.
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According to the finding, this form of
recommendation system may replace
traditional
decision-making
when
consumers feel time constraints or
recognize the referrer as a particularly
knowledgeable source (Olshavsky &
Granbois, 1979). Throughout the collection of significant volumes of personal
and behavioral information, VAs can
push users to automate repurchase, for
instance, via ‘subscribe & save’ promotional activities, which are increasingly popular on e-commerce websites.
According to André et al. (2018), this
power of attorney toward VAs comes
at the expense of higher-order psychological processes such as emotions
and moral judgments. In the context of
purchase automation, consumers might
have aspirational preferences that differ
from the preferences suggested by their
past behavior. These meta preferences,
also called preferences over preferences
(Jeffrey, 1974), are apparent in the case
of an environmentally aware person who
wants to use less bottled water but is
regularly reminded to buy plastic bottles.
The inherent tension between the actual-self and the ideal-self represents
a boundary for those consumers who
follow VAs’ suggestions to automate
repurchases.

The Mediator Role of
Voice Assistants
Due to its central role in a complex business network, VAs do not consider users
as the only stakeholders benefiting from
the recommended outcome. The strategic goals of the retailer, merchant,

advertiser, and VA itself may differ from
those of end-users. As such, the user is
not the sole focus of a VA recommendation. For instance, a VA might recommend a private label over a consumer
brand following the retailer’s objective
to swiftly grow its shares in a specific
product category. Thus, the interests of
several parties must coexist (Abdollahpouri et al., 2020).
Informants believe that VAs are
increasingly mediating consumer interactions with the market with an effect
on the path to purchase dynamics. While
functioning as a salesperson, VAs are
redefining relationships among consumers, brands, and retailers.
Also, due to the high media speculation of the negative impact that
shopping-related VAs have on brands,
managers feel threatened by the
bargaining power shifting in favor of VA
manufacturers (Dawar & Bendle, 2018).
In the case of Amazon Alexa, the VA
manufacturer is also the retailer behind
the most advanced voice shopping functionality, accounting for nearly 45% of the
total U.S. retail e-commerce (eMarketer,
2019).

Consequences of the
Diffusion of Voice
Commerce on Brands
Findings show six main areas of concern
in informants connected to the rise of
voice shopping. Tab.1 summarizes the
propositions, offers a general statement
and provides evidence with an exemplary
quote from the conducted interviews.
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Proposition

Reduced brand
visibility

General statement
Brands will have reduced
visibility on voice assistants compared to other
touchpoints.

Exemplary quote
“During a product search, by the time you get to the third item, you
have forgotten what the first was and what the price of the second
one was. You’re done beyond the third results”.
Dr. A. K. Pradeep, CEO at MachineVantage

“If I ask Alexa to send me twenty AA batteries, I will probably get
Rising private
label strength

Alexa will disproportionally place its private labels
while penalizing other consumer brands.

Amazon’s branded batteries. However, if I explicitly ask for Duracell,
I receive my preferred brand, provided it is available on the platform.
Thus, companies have to invest in branding even more than they did
before so that consumers asked for a product by the name”.
Jim Sterne, Emeritus Director of the Digital Analytics Association

Increasing cost
of paid
media

Reduced access
to consumer
data

The cost of advertising on
voice assistants will be
higher than web-based
advertising because of the
limited space available for
sponsored messages (paid
recommendations).

“Voice commerce brings up a “real estate” problem. While I can display several ads on the same Google Search results page, I don’t
have the same ad space on smart speakers. Thus, I expect the cost
of voice ads to be more than two times higher than regular search
ads. Am I able to justify this cost increase?”

Brands will not have access
to consumer insights related to shopper’s behavior
and interest as this information will not be shared
by the voice assistant’s
manufacturer.

“Amazon observes every consumer’s step and uses this information
to customize campaigns. My problem is not necessarily to pay Alexa
or similar platforms to reach my consumers but that I do not have
individual-level data needed to develop the relationship with consumers further”.

Universality
of the impact

Low involvement product
categories will not be the

across
categories

only ones affected by the
voice assistant’s diffusion.

Increasing competition due to
constant recommendation
assessment

Voice assistants will ongoingly re-evaluate the
consumer’s product choice
and suggest better alternatives. In doing so, brands
are required to justify their
positions constantly.

Maurizio Miggiano, Head of Digital at Generali

Lorenzo Farronato - VP Marketing Communications at Swarovski
“It doesn’t matter whether you are selling gold jewellery or a RollsRoyce. Alexa does commoditize entire product categories, all the
way from diamonds to detergents. Your brand has become a commodity fighting for air space”.
Dr. A. K. Pradeep, CEO at MachineVantage

“When consumers will ask Alexa to repurchase a preferred brand of
whisky, for instance, the voice assistant will answer “I have discovered a new brand of whisky which is proven to be healthier, cheaper
and appreciated by other users. Would you like to try it?”. In this context, brands will constantly need to justify their leadership position
in the consumer’s shopping cart”.
Cosimo Accoto, Research Affiliate at MIT

Table 1. Effect of the diffusion of voice commerce on brand dynamics
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Although all six anticipated consequences for
brands have been consistently mentioned by
the informants, three of them seem to have
a high business impact for top management.
Thus, the potential reduction of brand visibility via organic search results, rise of retailers’
private labels, and increase in media spending are discussed in detail.
Search algorithms represent the gatekeeper for modern companies and retailers. As reported by informants, compared
to display-enabled devices, the optimization of voice search results on VAs presents three structural challenges due to the
nature of consumer interactions and information framing. First, during voice shopping
users can review one to three options before
they start forgetting information such as
price or quantity of the mentioned products.
Reduced attention span and short-term
memory can negatively influence the satisfaction toward this shopping system, especially when the user is required to search for
products in an explorative way extensively.
Second, VAs deliver search results to users in
the form of recommendations. The assistive
nature of the interaction with VAs implies a
delegation of responsibility, at least in the
absence of explicit requests by the user.
Whenever a user directly asks for a specific
brand or product, VAs respond with the
closest option available to them. However,
when shopping for items without specifying
a brand, VAs are more likely to recommend
their private labels, if available. In the case
of Alexa, when a brand name is not proactively mentioned by the user, the private
label, under the name of Amazon’s Choice,
appears as the first recommendation in over
50% of instances (Cheris et al., 2017). Third,
the search engine results continuously adapt
to the user’s purchase history and the evolv-

ing understanding that VA acquires about
its interlocutor. However, after a user has
purchased a product, for example, Nespresso
coffee capsules, the subsequent suggestions
for coffee start from the same manufacturer.
As such, this dynamic might reduce variety
seeking in shoppers.
Private label development is seen as
particularly dangerous by national brands
(see Quelch & Harding, 1996). In utilitarian product categories characterized by low
purchase involvement, the parallel expansion
of private labels and VAs represent a risk for
category ‘commoditization’ (Sterne, 2017).
An emblematic example of this process
comes from the battery business. A few
years after its launch in 2009, Amazon’s
private label ‘AmazonBasics’ accounts for
31% of the overall battery sales online by
large margins from national brands such
as Duracell (21%) and Energizer (12%) (Neff,
2016). With Amazon’s private label portfolio
growing to 135 brands and more than 330
Amazon exclusive brands, similar trends
gradually become visible in a variety of
product categories such as skincare, home
improvement tools, and golf equipment. The
limited ‘shelf space’ available to merchants
on in-home smart devices strengthens the
private brands’ position. According to Cheris
et al. (2017), for categories in which Amazon
offers private-label products, Alexa recommends the private-label products 17% of the
time, although these products represent only
about 2% of the total volume sold. Amazon’s
biased placement on VAs of its private labels
against national brands challenges the traditional retail marketing practice that expects a
distribution of a given brand, ‘share of shelf’,
proportional to its ‘market share.’ Furthermore, consumers can decide to automate
fully (e.g., subscription) or semi-automate
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(e.g., product added to the shopping list) their
purchases creating self-established lock-in
mechanisms.
Advertising represented for decades
the primary tool to generate brand awareness, improving both recall and recognition.
With the rise of the Internet, the concept of
advertising transmuted to search engines
where advertisers buy promotional spaces
in response to a set of keywords searched
by the user. Within digital advertising, ‘search
advertising’ represents the most successful format, accounting for 45% of the total
spending (IAB & PWC, 2018). Advertisers
face an overall cost increase of search ads
with a particular impact on highly competitive
consumer products. For instance, the cost
per click on the search term ‘laundry detergent liquid’ reached $17 on Amazon in a given
period (Cheris et al., 2017). Search advertising
in the form of voice has a paramount role in
voice commerce marketing. Although brands
are generally positive toward this new form
of investment, the peculiarities of the voice
channel induce concerns. Compared to web
browser navigation, where search engines
can display ten results per page and up to
five advertisements, VAs can only suggest
a few results with limited space for sponsored messages. This scarcity of space might
increase competition among advertisers
with a consequent rise in advertising costs.

Managerial Implications
and Conclusions
As voice assistants become better at learning consumer preferences and habits, they
introduce consumer biases and heuristics
likely to affect marketing and e-commerce
practices. The exponential development of

these AI-enabled devices is altering shopping behavior and posing new challenges
and opportunities for managers. Key informants predict that VAs will assume a central
relational role in the consumer market
and progressively mediate market interactions. Simultaneously, they expect VA’s
intrinsic social nature to increasingly influence consumer decision-making while the
relationship with this new media shifts to
steadfast dependency. These fast-changing market dynamics within the context of
voice shopping may have a severe impact
on consumer brands. Loss of brand visibility,
the increased relevance of retailers’ private
labels, and the growth in advertising costs
are the three main anticipated consequences
for brands among the six identified in our
study. In light of these potential dynamics,
managers need to explore the challenges
and opportunities posed by voice technologies and prepare to respond to this disruption in the media ecosystem. Future research
may employ an ecosystem perspective to
study more closely the adoption of AI-based
VAs by companies as well as the interplay
between machine, brand, and consumer
behavior (Rahwan et al., 2019). Furthermore,
media management and innovation experts
are encouraged to explore how the introduction of VAs may alter the media landscape
and impact the management and digital
transformation of legacy media organizations.
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Abstract

Television has been dominating the Russian media system with large audiences and attracting the major advertisers in recent decades. The digital transformation as an inevitable process affects all media companies, advertising market and media regulation. That is why the
transformation of the traditional broadcasting is of particular interest of the researchers. The
aim of this paper is to understand how the process of digitalization influenced the business
strategies of the main television companies in Russia. Based on the eight in-depth interviews conducted with the top managers of the TV companies the authors came to the conclusion that the development of digital strategies is a priority for most television companies,
but the processes are very slow and their understanding is still at a low level.
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The world is undergoing digital transformation. The essence of the digitalization
process is to change the structure of the
industry: the flow of money is redistributed,
new technologies do not improve existing
ones, but create new ones on the ruins of
the old.
In Russia, digitalization as a process
is being developed and monitored at the
legislative level: there is a national project
called “Digital Economy”, which was started
at the end of last year. However, today it is
one of the most poorly implemented projects: the cash execution rate was about
7%, as of mid-June, 2019, according to the
report of the First Deputy Prime Minister
Anton Siluanov. Most companies are in the
early stages of digital transformation, 48%
of respondents noted its importance, but
only 4% have a strategy on how to do this,
and 17% do not consider digital transformation a priority in business development at
all (Digital Transformation in Russia, 2019).
Overall, 91% of Russian companies use an
aging business model, and only 4% have a
digital transformation strategy, according
to the data presented by Ministry of the
Economy.
According to a survey conducted by
the consulting company Strategy Partners, Russian companies are in no hurry to
transform and use the latest technology in
their business model: 35% of respondents
consider it necessary to create specialized
educational programs; 17% - increase the
efficiency of public procurement in the field
of innovative technologies; another 17% to reduce trade barriers in the field of international technology.
At the same time, the media industry is
always at the forefront of technology development, and the digitalization process is no

exception, therefore this industry is the first
one to take steps towards the development
of digital strategies. The present state of
the Russian media industry is characterized
by such trends and processes as commercialization, re-regulation, and digitalization,
though all these processes have taken
place in the context of national economic
and sociopolitical circumstances.
The research attempted to analyze and
discuss the nature of economic change in
Russian media under the influence of the
digital transformation. It continues the
foresight research project carried out by
the Faculty of Journalism at Lomonosov
Moscow State University in 2015-2017.
The latter was based on 49 in-depth
semi-structured interviews with media
managers and experts of the top companies in four segments of the media industry.
Although the majority of managers considered the digitalization as the main driver of
modern Russian media business, the study
has revealed that the Russian media industry in the next ten years is unlikely to fundamentally change. According to the findings
the basic business model in the Russia
media in the next ten years will remain the
advertising-driven model. At the same time
the level of customization of media content
will rapidly increase. The majority of interviewed experts confirmed that two factors
were likely to sustain the significant level of
uncertainty in the Russia media business;
firstly, new practices of media consumption, especially of the young audiences, and,
secondly, the ongoing shifts in media business models.
The present stage of the research has
proven that the trends and features highlighted two years ago have been intensified
in the new decade. The process of adapting
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the economic models of the media companies to the conditions of digital reality is
called “digital transformation”. “Digital” in
this context can be interpreted broadly:
as an “alternative to analog”, that is, it has
moved to the next technological level.
“Transformation” as a concept means that
the business is in the process of development, change and can undergo changes at
all stages: from technology to sales, that is,
it affects all stages of the value chain.
According to Howard King, head of
analytics at the creative agency Rufus
Leonard, there are three key drivers of
transformation (King H., 2013): changing technology, changing competition, and
changing consumer demand. Changes in
the market always occur due to the interaction of these three factors, albeit in
different configurations.
Any business is customer-oriented, but
leading media companies put the audience
at the hart of the changes. They begin by
examining the data (the so-called “digital
fingerprints” - consumer behavior on the
Internet and their preferences) in order to
understand which technologies, resources
and investments are priorities. Digital
transformation puts a person at the center,
it shifts focus to the consumer and his role
in business.
A business can undergo radical changes
and notable restructuring, but only such a
phenomenon as transformation is noticeable from the outside, including those it
affects, and is triggered by external factors,
such as increasing competition or a radical
change in the rules on the players’ market.
The digital transformation is noteworthy in
that it leads to real changes in the media
business: it begins to develop new business
models.

Media experts have long established: digital
media manufacturers rely on two business
models borrowed from traditional media:
advertising and consumer finance - as well
as their various combinations, the so-called
mixed business model (Vartanova, 2012).
Digital technologies are changing the
principles of media work, but also consumer
perceptions of how media should work.
Due to digitalization, there are many opportunities to profit using the latest business
models. But radical changes can be very
costly, complex and risky, so perhaps less
revolutionary but more valuable opportunities to develop business models using
digital technologies come to the fore. And
the main role in them is played not by technology, but by the desire to be as valuable
as possible for their audience (Bonnet,
Westerman, 2015).
According to global media practices,
there are two key areas to help media
companies digitalize. The first one is an
“evolution” of media, developed in close
collaboration with a direct audience, and its
alternative, according to experts, is global
transformation – a risky and very expensive process.
Digitalization processes have opened
up a number of opportunities for media
companies to monetize the audience,
however, the transition from old business
models to new ones is fraught with a lot
of difficulties. This study is devoted to the
study of the main ways of introducing business models in digital space by domestic
media companies in Russia.
The object of this study is the process
of production and distribution of content
by the largest domestic media companies
in traditional ways and in digital environment. It is important to understand the
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features of the most common (effective)
business models used by the largest
Russian media companies in the context
of digitalization.
This research aims:
1. To identify the most common digital content production models;
2. To identify the most common digital content distribution models;
3. To evaluate the financial efficiency
of the production and distribution of
digital content for media companies;
4. To evaluate the dynamics and
prospects of development of business models in the digital environment in the next 5-10 years;
5. To determine the value of traditional business models for media
companies in the digital transition.
Methodology. The main method of the
research is an elite interview that has both
advantages and limitations (Odendahl,
Shaw, 2001). Since top managers are in
charge of making strategic decisions and
long-term plans they are of particular
interest for understanding digital transformation of the companies they represent.
As part of the first stage, 8 semi-structured interviews were conducted with
the owners and top managers (4 CEOs,
Deputy Director, General manager, Head
of coordination department and Digital
Product Director) in the largest domestic TV companies: one state, one private
company and 6 private channels having
strong links to private companies associated with the state. All results and citations are presented anonymously.
Findings. The transition to digital television in Russia has bee among recent

crucial media developments, because
the switch over of the analog transmitters and transferring Russian television
viewers to the digital broadcast signal
(the digital switchover) finished to in 2019
(Television in Russia, 2020). The study of
the transition of television to digital was
the first step in the overall study.
During the first stage of the study,
intermediate conclusions regarding the
development of the television companies
were obtained.
Advertising revenue has been decreasing every year. Digitalization became a
part of the reality when digital consumption was growing not every year, but every
day, and media managers have understood that sooner or later the format of
traditional television viewing would be
gone forever. A key confirmation of this
is the opinion of one of the respondents
“the so-called “total”: the audience is simply
shrinking at some catastrophic pace”.
According to the interviews, digitalization has been a concept that everyone
used, and all TV companies have officially
started digitalization processes within a
broader process of the digital switch over.
One of the managers of the studied global
media holdings argues, “first of all think
about getting to some kind of total digitalization in order to enter the market and produce
products, services and so on”. However, not
a single media manager could accurately
formulate what digitalization means in
relation to television.
The most obvious result of digitalization for the media managers has been
the launch of the web sites, as well as the
development of the social networks. Television channels announce all the projects
that appear on the air online, and after
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the premiere, in most cases, publish them
in the public domain: “Everything that we
produce for daytime broadcast, for evening
prime, almost without exception, is freely
available on our TV channel website and in
our social networks”.
In most media companies, the SMM
department is responsible for digital
products and each SMM department
serves and is actually a digital representative of the TV channel on the Internet.
However, there are companies in which
digital departments work on the development of digital strategies and interaction with the direct target audience of the
channel.
Most media managers are convinced
that the Internet cannot bring so much
profit on the advertising model that might
be enough for further development: “The
profit digitalization brings to both the channel and the holding in global as a whole, is
even impossible to calculate, because, the
bulk of the revenue comes from television
advertising. Digital content certainly brings
some profit, but “some” is the key word,
because so far it is, to put it mildly, insignificant. In the income of the channel it is one
thousandth, one ten thousandth”.
Globally, media companies diverge
in two directions according to the existing business models, and some believe
that the development path would be a
subscription model: “This can be called
beautiful words, e.g. paywall and so on. I
would rather call it is a lock and a dog house.
And I think this should be done as quickly as
possible. The content that we have - we just
scatter it.” Another media manager underline that they believe in the development
of Internet paid TV viewing financed
by subscription: If we talk about specific

terms, then what I also called is a figure of
five years. These media companies plan
to switch to the subscription model no
earlier than in 5 years. Still, all the media
with the subscription are yet only investment projects.
Some other managers believe that
the progress of the subscription model
in Russia is not yet possible: they do not
believe in its financial feasibility: “Firstly,
Russia is a poor country. Nobody earns too
much. Secondly, everyone is used to piracy”.
One of the options is to offer users to
avoid advertising for a minimal fee, but
this fee can only be very low, it is unlikely
that this will be the revenue part of the
budget of the media companies.
Among our respondents there is one
manager of the advanced broadcasting
company who said that the channel has
been trying to completely change the
structure of production. Firstly, by not
to using the term “TV channel”, as it was
replaced by “a large production studio in
which they come up with, develop, adapt
and set up and release hit projects”. This
channel, existing both on TV and online,
primarily makes money on sponsorship advertising. Though the traditional
broadcasting television still earns more
in Russia, in this case already 20% of all
income is been generated by digital platforms, digital resources and so on. This
becomes a relatively high share compared
to other television companies. Also, for
the management of this company a new
key indicator has been considered, and
this was an engagement rate, which
measured the audience involvement.
Within the company’s marketing department there has been established a digital
section embracing people from the social
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media industry and digital marketing. The
company also refused to produce PR products in ‘paper’, and all invitations and press
releases exist in digital.
Thus, the first stage of the study
showed that the development of digital
strategies is a priority for most television companies because the advertising
market is decreasing and the state agenda
supports this idea.
However, large-scale changes in the
Russian media business have not yet
occurred. Yet, digital activities of television companies still are based on familiar,
conservative and limited measures, thus
forcing broadcasting television to remain a
key instrument of profit generation. Media
companies in Russia are choosing the
path of moderate evolution, since radical
changes involve too much risk, and broadcasting companies either develop digital
strategies for the long run, or wait for the
changing conditions in which it would be
impossible not to transform.
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Media and Digital Management
Eli Noam
by Joana Lopes
“Media and Digital Management” is a
coursebook straight out of the business
school aimed for the college student.
Written so clearly it looks like a narrative
of a story, that of the economy of recent
history. Once again, Eli Noam carries out
the mission of illuminating young minds
towards, not only all aspects of running a
business within media, also the comprehension of the need for a new managerial
strategy.
This book explains the need for “Media
Management” given the escalating
importance of the sector in world economy. The time and money spent on digital
increases every day, leading to growing
revenues worldwide, while the public’s
demands tend to become more complex.
The media sector is portrayed as a
net of segments intertwined and influencing each other in economic terms,
so realizing the different effects of all
sectors becomes a basic notion. The
book also demonstrates that media and
digital industries are essentially about
content creation, distribution platforms
and technology devices, dedicating chapters to these specific factors, explaining
how business functions apply to each
segment. Additionally, given the convergence of segments and functions in the
media industry, the economy today is in
need of managers who understand the
dual nature of these industries’ matrix:

the dimension of the various industries
(music, film, the Internet, etc.); and the
sectoral elements of each industry.
Being such an experienced and wellversed professional in media management, there couldn’t be a better choice to
write a coursebook like this. With it one
can perfectly understand the change in
economics due to these industries dominance, the need for an adaptation and the
tools necessary for their management,
and the various elements converging.
Eli Noam, as the Director of the Columbia Institute for Tele-Information. CITI,
and having taught in several renowned
institutions, written over 400 articles in
economics, legal, communications, information, public finance as well as over 20
books, writes “Media and Digital Management” for the future media managers.
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Managing Media and Digital Organization
Eli Noam
by Joana Lopes
This edition, by Eli Noam, of “Managing
Media and Digital Organizations” is a must
have tool for those in the media and digital
sectors, a complete guidebook on how to
apply business skills to the media industry.
The media and digital sectors are at the
center of today’s world economy, as information becomes a most valuable currency.
Also, entertainment has gain new boundaries – or lack there of -, given its integration within new technologies. This novelty
reality conveys higher demand and different ways to access this kind of property
– unintelligible. Such has required a multidisciplinary adaptation of its management.
Hence, Eli Noam presents this solution for
its understanding and acknowledgement.
“Managing Media and Digital Organizations” is a well-structured book with
an extremely comprehensive and clear
language, ideal for graduate students and
professionals, as it is intended. It includes
several case studies around the world
to make sure we understand the theory
within its practice. It applies business
managerial skills to the intellectual and
digital world, so to contextualize it in the
economy.
Before it analyzes the adaptation of
most technical aspects of managing any
industry to the particular nature of the
media and digital world, such as financing,
costs, production, distribution, human

resources, laws, etc., Eli Noam clarifies
the context and frameworks the specificities of this industry, as it has technological
demands as well as an unintelligible characteristic to it. It goes over the information, content and movie industry through
the several disciplines which move any
business.
Eli Noam is somewhat of a veteran in
what concerns economics and management of information, and a in depth
scholar of communication. Being his
work most focused on the economics,
management, and policy of media and
the digital world, and taking that he also
initiated the MBA concentration in the
Management of Media, Communications,
and Information at the Business School,
there couldn’t be a most perfect author
for the coursebook this is. He is also a
professor of Finance and Economics at
the Columbia Business School, as well as
the director of the Columbia Institute for
Tele-Information (CITI), besides having
written numerous books on the subject.
“Managing Media and Digital Organizations” is the book to have if you’re aiming
to become a creative manager with a
higher sense of responsibility, most effective and productive.
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HATE- Why We Should Resist It With
Free Speech, Not Censorship
Eli Noam
by Joana Lopes

HATE- Why We Should Resist It With Free Speech,
Not Censorship, comes from the need of Nadine
Strossen to clarify the concepts of freedom of
speech, as well as equal rights. The new edition
of the book first published in 2018 makes
understand that “equal justice for all depends
on full freedom of speech for all”, especially
since the U.S. is a democracy upholder of freedom of speech, equality and justice.
After writing about “hate speech” since
1977, and believing enough had been said
about the issue, Strossen felt she should
stop, for there was nothing else to be said
on the subject, it had already been explored
from all angles, namely from the legal point of
view, even though she felt “hate speech” laws
remained insufficient.
However, a new wave of activism on
campus has risen in support of equal rights
causes, which called for the author’s attention,
given that these protestors chose to censor
“hate speech”, as well as believed that free
speech was damaging their cause. The results
often injure the minorities, which are supposed
to benefit from the fight against “hate speech”.
One of the issues dealt with in this book
is the crave for a better definition of the term
“hate speech”, given its vagueness. It is associated with unpopular ideas, usually discriminating minorities. But are they harmful? Strossen
explains that “hate speech” is within the frame
of the free speech principles, therefore, not to

be censored, but instead, counterspoken. She
shows how this alternative solution has proven
to prevent censorial countermeasures leading
into violence. Nadine Strossen reminds the
reader of how the First Amendment approach
acts towards the free speech and democracy,
using a neutral perspective.
“HATE- Why We Should Resist It With
Free Speech, Not Censorship” also analyzes
laws around “hate speech”, for they often
violate free speech and equality principals, are
extremely restrictive and have demonstrated
to be ineffective. This new edition also includes
an extended discussion about “hate speech” in
social media in the preface.
Nadine Strossen was the President of the
American Civil Liberties Union, from 1991 to
2008, and is currently a member of the ACLU’s
National Advisory Council, as well as the Advisory Boards of Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC), Foundation for Individual Rights
in Education (FIRE), Heterodox Academy, and
the National Coalition Against Censorship. She
is one of the greatest voices in the areas of
constitutional law and civil liberties.
Having that said, this book is a very
eloquent and clarifying proposal for the betterment of “hate speech” countermeasures. It’s
an analysis that starts from the definitions,
goes through the problems inherent to the
very formula of laws and points to an elegant,
yet effective solution.
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